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Foreword
WITHIN the past 5 years, the identification and education of
the gifted and the talented student have received unprecedented

emphasis in American education. This new impetus can be traced
to a number of programs and reports. Prominent among them are
The cooperative program for students of exceptional talent in
Portland, Oregon, supported in part by the Fund for the Advance-
ment of Education ; projects and reports related to the guidante,
identification, and education of the Academically Talented Student
in Elementary and Secondary Schools, sponsored by the National
Education Association and made possible by funds from the Car-
negie Corporation of New York; the books by Dr. James B.
Conant, entitled The American High School Today and The Devel-
opment of Talent in Europe and the United States; the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools Project
on Guidance and Motivation of Superior and Talented Students,
supported by grants from the Carnegie Corporation of New
York; the Rockefeller Brothers Fund report on the Pursuit of
Excellence; the Talented Youth Project of the Horace Mann-
Lincoln Institute, School of Experimentation, Teachers College;
the Talent Preservation Project of New York City; the Educa-
tional Policies Commission publication Manpower and Education;
the National Defense Education Act of 1958 ; and others.

The reports and publications on thes'projects appearing in
1959, 1960, and early 1961 placed considerable emphasis upon the
guidance function in education and the need for strong ongoing
guidance programs for the entire school population. Some stressed
the guidance needs of the underachiever but seemed to be con-
cerned mostly with psychological and educational factors involved
in underachievement without giving much attention to guidance
and counseling service to the underachievers among the academ-
ically talepted. Though some of these reports showed evidences
of guidance programs for the underachiever, very few had well-
defined, comprehensive programs identified according to problems
presented by the underachiever at the various grade levels. There
was a need to synthesize what was being done in our public
schools and colleges and to provide suggestions on how to organize



guidance and counseling services to meet the needs of the under-achiever with superior ability. As a result, a conference wascalled by the Office of Education on June 23-25, 1960, in Wash-ington, D.C., to plan the contents of a bulletin on guidance forthe underachieving talented child.
The participants in the conference made a careful review ofguidance problems peculiar to the underachiever and the natureof research and demonstrations which havt. been conducttld inthis area. They studied the questions pertaining to guidance serv-ices for the underachiever which were being asked by educators,guidance personliel, parents, and community leaders. They con-cluded that the bulletin should be directed.toward guidance forthe underachiever with superior ability and that the contentshould be of a practical nature to show what was currently beingdone to provide guidance and counseling services for the under-achiever at all grade levels.

This publication contains suggestions on how the guidanceneeds and problems of the underachiever can be identified anddefines ways in which these needs can be met at the variousa educational levels.

E. GLENN FEATHERSTON,
Assistant Commissioner and

Director, Division of State
and Local School Systems
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CHAPTER 1

Nature and Scope of the
Problem

kas IL Wane
A

DIMING the 1980's a great educational effort was made to wipe
out illiteracy and to bring public education to even the poorest

and most remote districts of America. In the later 1940's special
attention 'mug Oven to the retarded and the disturbed children.
During the 1950's teachers, administrators, and theoreticians of
American education, while continuing their effort to extend edu-
cation to masses of children who might be denied it by economic
and social circumstance or who had once been considered unedu-
cable, concentrated on a new effort to intensify education for all
children. Presently, increasing attention is being given to boys
and girls who have the ability to go on to college or to profit from
other types of post-high-school education.

This teexamination of the fate of the talented student is partly
duo to economies and technology which have made brains one of
America's most important resources. More and more unskilled
and semiskilled work is being done by machines. Obviously, prog-
ress depends on intelligences who can direct and create physital
and social completes far beyond what an educated man of a hun-
dred years ago could even have understood.

Nssii To Emmy the aids d Soder May
In only 8 years, between 1950 and 1968, the number of people

in occupations that could be described as "professional" increased
by 46 percent (Wood, 1959.) By 1975 we will probably need the
services of twice as many engineers and scientisti, for example,
as we had in 1958. To supply the educated people, teachers, the
largest professional group In the country, will have to. increase
in number. Vlore students will require more teachers, and more
difilcult subjects will require better butcher preparation.
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Nevertheless, there is no clear reason to fear that we cannotmeet the demand for educated personnel. The Bureau of LaborStatistics anticipates that "personnel supply and demand willbe approximately in balance in profeMional and related occupa-tions as a group over the 1960 decade as a whole." (Wood, 1959,p. 3.) The shortage we face is of a special kind. Vv4- will continueto suffer from an endemic- shortage of realty first-rate minds inall the learned c1

college and pro
persons have a

Wasted Talent

Ations. Tare may be enough people withsiona!
pa

sit at every desk, but will these) co ,ribute and to lead

We cannot of urd to waste pc tent ial talent. Yet, of the highschool students vho rank in the top third in intellectual ability,40 percent do not enter coll. r_ (\ if e, 1960.) Of those whodo t , 60 percent d( not finish college. Either we are unrealisticabout our students or we are wasting them. Either our conven-tional measures of intellectual ability are poor or achievement inhigh school and college depends on something besides intellect-n-1ability. Until we know what is wrong and what to do about it,we may very Fell be discarding the most creative minds of therising genera aid squandering a resource already scarce.That is vv hy, as special school programs for the "gifted child"have become more common, a particular interest has begun todevelop in one group of the gifted or potentially gifted. Theseare the students whose school performance is significantly belowtheir high aptitudes or their potentials, as measured by conven-tional measuring instruments or as sensed by teachers who can"feel" the presence of unusual creativity or cognitive powers.This group of underachievers has taken a central place in theattention of educators. First, this group challenges the presump-tions on which most schools base their programs for the academ-ically talented. Second, its problems may correspond to majorcauses of attrition among seemingly able students.Most gifted children, like others. do not do as much or as well asthey could. It is very hard to know at what point this falling shortceases to be merely human and becomes a problem. It is thereforehard to attach number's to the problem. The conference on theIdentification of the Academically Talented Student in SecondarySchools, February 1958, reports that "15 to 25 percent of thegifted students in most school systems fall into this category [ofunderachievers], and in some schools the incidence is even higher."(National Education Association, 1958.) In one California highschool where 7 percent of the students were regarded as gifted,
2



42 percent of these were regarded as "underachievers" that is,
=tudents falling below the top third in scholastic rank. (Gowan,
1955.) A study of 4,900 "bright" high school students recently

&conducted in New York City (the Talent Preservation Project)
reports that 54 percept of the boys and 33 percent of the girls
had scholastic averages which, halfway through high school, were
already so low that their admission to college was in doubt. These
students represented the high-ability populations of their classes
in 39 academic high schools ; and of the 4,900 only 20 percent
were able to complete the first 3 terms of senior high school
without faltering at some point and getting grades below 85.
New York City Board of Education, 1959a.) Obviously, the per-

centages reported by these studies are not what is significant;
what is important is that they all support the impressions of
teachers that, for one reason or another, a large proportion of
apable students are not doing work commensurate with their
opacities. It is indeed useful, in formulating social policy, to

know the precise dimensions of the problem. But in our society,
the state is for man, not man for the state ; and so the loss to
society of skilled services is less important than the fact that
underachievers are ineffectualor at least they are not enjoying
the constructive lives of which they are capable. The important
moral fact is not the social cost of the problem but the fact that
there is a problem at all.

Fulani' el the IMO dal

It is hard to make scientific statements about happiness and
unhappiness. They are states of being that cannot be precisely
defined or accurately measured. But they must be dealt with
somehow. If research were to deal only with what can be pre-
cisely defined and accurately measured, it would be difficult to see
how educational research could deal with anything really germane
to education. Putting aside the question of what true happiness is,
Or what the proper fulfillment of an individual is psychologists
agree in general that psychological health means that : (1) human
powers have been harmoniously and fully developed according to
their true position within the hierarchy of all of man's powers;
and (2) they are integrated in the freely willed service of a
worthy endworthy from the point of view both of the person
performing the service and of society. Maslow, in one of the few
systematic studies of people who are "mature and psychologically
healthy," writes that these are persons who have retained and
developed all their human capacities, especially those capacities
which distinguish them -from the nonreasohing animal. He ob-
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served "cases in which it seemed clear . . . that the pathology[boredom, loss of zest in life, self-dislike, general depression ofthe bodily functions, steady deterioration of the intellectual life,of tastes, etc.) was produced in intelligent people leading stupidlives in stupid job." (Maslow, 1954, p. 95.)
Among the most mysterious of all the functions of man arethose with which the schools have traditionally been primarily con-cernedthe cognitive powers. And the frustration of the cognitivepowers is closely related to psychological ill health. Clinicians likeMaslow say that "probably there are true psychopathologicaleffects when the cognitive needs are frustrated." (1954, p. 95.)Reciprocally, emotional ill health may frustrate the cognitivepowers. The dysfunction of school abilities may thus be simul-taneously a result and a cause of extrascholastic disturbance.Terman's longitudinal study of more than 1,000 persons ofgenius and near-genius has established an image of the studentof high abilities as a happier and healthier person than his fellows.This image has been criticized as begging the question : it isargued that by selecting a sample primarily from these who haddemonstrated the capacity for success (by their high Binet IQscores) Terman eliminated most of those whose abilities wereinhibited by poor emotional or physical health.But Terman and Oden (1947) also studied 150 of the mostsuccessful and 150 of the least successful within this group ofgifted persons. He found a consistently positive correlation be-tween success and such variables as mental health, emotionalstability, and social adjustment. What he does establish is theclose association of psychological health with well-manifestedand well-functioning cognitive powers.

Within the New York City Talent Preservation Project, aspecial inquiry was made into the psychological health of 315gifted or potentially gifted adolescents-265 low achievers and 60high achievers. Early results indicate that emotional turbulencemay underlie many learning disorders. Interviews by a mchia-trist yielded no single factor to account for poor achievement,of course, but problems did seem to fall into four groups:

4

a1. For approximately 30 percent, the learning disorder is associated withpoor motivation and poor conditioning, not with any serious psycho-patholog.
2. For 10 percent, the learning disorder is as sated with acute situa-tional reactions such as illness, problems with teachers and dffikultiesduring only one examination period.
3. Fifty percent of the nm-achievers tthow evidence of relatively seriouschronic neurotic problems with which learning disorder is associated.4. Ten percent show urgent need for imnwdiate treatment, without which



serious danger to the health and welfare of the students is present In
this category are incluaed students with problems of depression, prom-
iscUtty- and delinquent behavior.

5. There have been no cases of overt psychosis. (New York City Board
of Education, 1959b.)

For theme cases in which emotional imbalance is associated
with underachievement, it may seem that this emotional disturb-
ance is the cause of underachievement. For example, the inability
to organize one's family life, social life, and sexual life may seem
to prevent one from organizing one's thoughts. Blit the disorien-
tation may also go in the other direction, especially when, as is
necessarily the case in an adolescent going to school, one's rela-
tions with one's family and friends are so strongly influenced by
the insistent demands of a big impersonal institution. Frequently,
it may happen that a student who is afflicted with a worry at home
which he could ordinarily handle, falters in his school work, finds
his family difficulties exacerbated, is trapi*d in self-distrust, and
flounders badly.

On the other hand, we must not suppose that emotional per-
turbation always blocks study. Neurotic anxieties can also drive
a person to achieve at all costs. Turbulence may be found in the
highest achievers. The Nevi' York City investigation reported
that serious emotional problems appeared in 30 percent of the
cases in the high-achiever group. Why do some students react by
working to the limit of their capacity and a little beyond? No
simple explanation has been discovered and perhaps none will be.
But the New York study suggests that the answers are usually
to be sought in the domain of "personality pattern" or "life style :"

... All the achievers show one significant common denominator, outstand-ing ego strength. They are able to relate excellently to reality problems,which they resolve most effectively. Parenthetically, they appear to be
the leaders not only scholastically but also socially. (New York City Board
of Education, 1959b.)

This conclusion suggests the importance of scholastic achieve-
ment to a child trying to cope with the problems of adolescence.
It also suggests much mare, for there can be little doubt that a
"life style" is best understood by inquiring into experiences of
childhood. Early psychologists taught that the foundations of
character are established by the age of three, and that 'while
later events may modify the traits then formed, basically they
can never expunge them. (thport, 1960.)

Sodial hams
Several variables other than emotional health that seem to



affect the quality of scholastic performance----study habits, interestin academic subjects, regularity of school attendance, personalstandards of perfectionhave been found to' be related to veryearly training, both in the home and at school. The modern schoolthus finds itself in a difficult situation. It has the duty, agreed onby all educators, of developing to the fullest its students' intel-lectual and volitional powers. Yet the carrying out of this dutyis seen to depend in large measure upon factors outside the juris-diction of the school and in many cases antedating the school'scontact with the student.
For example, one wishes that more influences in contemporarysociety encouraged high personal standards of perfection. Obvi-ously, unrealistically high personal standards of perfection maybe a symptom of neurosis, but short of the extreme, there is akind of association of oneself with one's obligations which is asign of good psychological health. Yet "there% little incentive toyouth of high ability who finds mediocrity handsomely rewardedin so many walks of life." (Cole, 1956, p. 31.) A culture thatadores financial status, physical beauty, second-rate professionalentertainment, and the accumulation of material things createsan alien world for the brilliant student. The student must fre-quently choose between what can be quickly obtained and whatcan only be attained by long, submission to educational routines.And w4en what is so difficult to attain is so little applauded, thechoice trio, be a cruel one to make.

It is easy enough to make society at large the scapegoat forall educational difficulties, including the shortcomings of theschools themselves. But when it comes to criticizing specificsocial institutions, a more scientific discretion has to be observed.The family is manifestly the strongest agent in traDemitting asociety's set of values and its cultural heritage to a child. Severalinvestigators have studied the relation between achievement inschool and parental influence. They have observed certain charac-teristics of a home which encourage good work in school: thesimple expectation of high achievement, the valuing of learningfor its own sake, the presence of "models" of scholarship. "Chil-dren in a cultured home are more likely than others to developa taste for music, art, and books, and are more likely to wantto go to college. Such children are not necessarily superior inability, but they are more likely to develop whatever abilitiesthey have. . . The high school youth who develops a strongdesire for attending college in the face of the opposition or apathyof his parents is the exception rather than the rule." (NationalEducation Association, 1950, p. 26.)



Berdie (1954), comparing the parents of students planning to
go to college with the parents of those not planning to go, dis-
covered that while both groups of paren,ts recognized the financial
rewards of a college education, the parInts of the college-bound
youngsters had emphasized a love of learning and the values of
higher education in the personal development of their children,
while the other parents as a group had not done this.

Children learn their values early. One study of 45 superior
students from homes with strong intellectual orientation showed
that high achievers had accepted adult values as early ks grade 3.
(Haggard, 1957.)

Yet there are a disturbing number of filthy-es and rebellions
among children from homes that seem to promote intellectual w.

excellence. These children sometimes understatid the values of
their parents very clearly but somehow do not make them their
own values. It is hard to say why this is so, and why offspring
even within the same family react differently to the family's
expressed values. Presumably personal interactions that lie deeper
than the expressed values account for much of this uncertainty.
But it may also be that family prestige, social mobility, financial
reward, and unsatisfied parental ambition may, to very bright
and perceptive children, look like unworthy motives and may pro-
voke effective and powerful rebellion.

In practice, the schools themselves have sometimes helped to
distort in the child's mind the goals of education. An entire school
system can sometimes forget its objectives. This can produce a
crass- or indifferent tone ; it can produce poor morale that the
student sees in the form of unchallenging teaching methods, lack
of guidance, poorly prepared or unqualified teachers, and inade-
quate supervision. In the face of these thins, the bright student
is likely to become cynicalthe brighter and more idealistic the
student is, the more disturbing is the contrast between the implied
ethic or scientific and humanistic learning on the one hand, and
the palpable atmosphere of the school on the other. In a small
way, this subtle debasing of the ideals of education may be found
in many classrooms : well-intentioned and zealous teachers, simply
because they do mean well, are likely to try to "motivate" their
students by calling up gloitsy images of wordly success-as the
rewards of education. Many teachers are themselves economically
harassed, many more are disturbed by what they feel to be the
low status of their profession in a society that often seems to
value gadgets, nonintellectual pleasura, and bank accounts more,o
than It values the things of the spirit They are therefore tempted
to prove to their students that the thing* of the spirit are valuable
in material terms. In particular, they stream the economic value



of advanced education, because they fear that students with highpotential will not go on to college otherwise.. Thus, though theymay, by this means, persuade some students to go to college (and.unhappily, discourage others) , they may simultaneously spoilthe meaning of college for those students.
It would be too much to expect that the young giftid child wouldbe fortified in his intellectual interests and encouraged to usehis mind in a deep or significant way by most of his age-matesor friends. Groups are not the natural habitat of the intellect. Thebright student has the same need for social= acceptance as theless bright, and it is the duller child who often sets the tone ofthe group simply because the dull cznnot conform to the standardsof the bright, while the bright can conform to the dull and mayfind it relaxing to do so. This is not a new problem. It has probablyalways bee characteristic of students. G. K. Chesterton, forinstance, records his experiences of English school life in thelate Victorian AO:
The idea that I had come to school to work was too grotesque to cloud mymind for an instant It was also in too obvious a contrast with the factsand the results . . To one very distinguished individual, my own personaldebt is infinite; I mean the historian . . . Mr. T. Rice Holmes. He man-aged, heaven knows how, to penetrate through my deep and desperatelyconsolidated desire tz appear stupid; and discover the horrible Deeret thatI was, after all, endowed with the gift of reason above the brute. Hewould suddenly ask me a question a thousand miles away from the subjectin hand, and surprise me into admitting that I had heard of the Song ofRoland, or even read a play or two of Shakespeare. Nobody who Irmwsanything of the English schoolboy .at that ti will imagine that duo*was at the moment any pleasure in such i inence or distinction. Wewere all hag-ridden with a horror of showing off, which was perhaps theonly coherent moral principle we posaissed. (Chasterton, 1936, p. 64.)Barr (1959) !wording son subjective impressions of the dy-namics of underachievement based on his contrasted experiencesin the Talent Preservation Project (studying underachievers)and the Columbia Science Honor Program (working with highachievers) reports:

A hundred years ago, or even fifty years ago, there was one culture Inthe classroom. It was the culture of the intelkoctually engaged and am-bitious student, the bright studest. The no- bright went imitatedthe bright as best he could, and if be ecniki not reprodwe in some simpli-fled or attenuated form the culture of the bright, iw failed. Naturally hedid not like the feeling of failure, *rad assauged his hurt by scaling or bylittle retributive social pressures. But he had no other culture by thestandards of which he could claim mss. Now, wever, time hasgrown up, not only In America, but in Europe, a Second Culture. ThisSecond Culture Is a culture In the full sem.. It has its own languagewith a distinctive vocabulary, pronunciation and syntax; It has its own



a.sumptuary code; it has its own social rituals; it has itif own mythology
and heroes; it has its own Bacchic rites. In this culture, success is not
related to intellectual attainmentalmost the reverse. So in some schools
the tea-cher confronts two classes at once, a minority of bright committedstudents of the traditional type,'and a disengaged or even sullen groupwho derive-all their feeling! of success and validation from activities un-connected with what he, the teacher, is doing. Worse, in some schoolsthere is an incessant seduction of the traditionally bright into the Second
Culture because of the social and sexual opportunities it may afford.

While Barr's description is perhaps excessively dichotomous,
It does point to one of the important anti-intellectual tendencies

I the contemporary peer-group situation.
Yet another factor in a young person's decision, or decisions,

concerning his life, is economic necessity. Research has shown a
positive relationship between school grades and the occupational
level of the student's father. And there is a strong relationship
between socioeconomic status and college attendance ; college, of
course, casts its shadow before in the form of much aspiration-
related behavior throughout high school. In Havighurst's (1960)
typical community, it will be noted that within the top quarter
(high school rank or test) of the boys graduating from high
school, all boys from the middle class or above go to college. But
one of the boys in the top quarter do not gb to college, and
that fifth comes from the working class. Findings of Cole (1956),
Ferman and Oden (1947) , Wo Me (1964), Hollingshead (1952),
and others support this social model in which, IQ for IQ and
class standing for class standing, children of professional and
highly educated parents are far more likely to attend college and
to show beforehand the corresponding attitudes.

A study of two groups of children, one from relatively favor-able homes and the other from dearly unfavorable circumstances,
shows the average achievement of children from the less favorable
environment was 6 months below their potential ability, whereas
the children from the more favorable environment were less
than a month below adjudged potential. Besides the pattern of
aspirations, there are obviously objective patterns that can pro-
duce this result. These homes differ greatly in the opportunity for
privacy, in the number and quality of books and magazfnes, andin the encouragement of school attendance. These factors were,of course, found to be far less favorable in the hom'es of the
academically lets successful pupils. (Findley, 1960.) There is a
correlation between socioeconomic status and ultimate scholastic
success, but the sense of most research in the field is that socio-
economic factors do not by themselyes differentiate between



achievers and underachievers ; they are part of a varying pattern
of variables.

Usually related to socioeconomic status, but often in practice
Quite distinct from it,' is culttiral level using culture now in its
narrow sense of the amenities of the mind and spirit. Not every
impoverished home is illiterate; but many homes displaying
immense quantities of money and technology are totally barren of
books or at least books that have been read. Cultural deprivation,
not only depresses school performance, but actually confounds the
problem by interfering with the very measures uaed to discover
the child of superior abilitN Findley (1959) writes:

as the individual grows into adole_scence, the advantagelq and limita-
tions of environmental origin become so built in as to be difficult to over-
come or modify. It is nevertheless true that at every stage of development
the accepted index of potential learning ability tends to underpredict th-
achievement of those from deprived socio-economic backgrounds. Several
studies show that college achievement of high school graduates tends to
exceed that of private s-chool graduates of equal scholastic aptitude. Moti-
vational factors may be assumed to playa part, but we can also trace an
effect of difference in environmental factors. Thus, a particular apti=
tude score in the group less favored by home surroundings, intensive in-
struction, and motivation by classmates of high ability, with similar aca-
demic goals, reeds an accomplishment greater than that of one more
favored, which augurs greater success for the environmentally less fa-
vored when environment is made constant by living and studying on the
same campus.

At present, there is no instrument by which to discover the
true incidence of intellectually superior individuals among the
culturally deprived. Bond believes "that potentially high in-
tellectual ability is not rare, nor to be found in a select and
limited group of human beings . . there is an enormous reservoir
of high potential abilities in our population . . that goes to
waste." (Bond, 1960, p. 119.) His preliminary findings in a cur-
rent study of American Negroes with doctorates show that the
county with the highest incidence of manifest talent was favored
by the circumstances of a first-class school, even for plantation
ex-slaves. He concludes that, if every child in the country, of every
depressed racial group, of every low socioeconomic group, and of
every culturally deprived group, had the same opportunities en-
joyed by the children of the upper levels of occupation, we would
be able to increase our talent fivefold. In any case, it seems clear
that acute cultural deprivation, especially when accompanied by
acute pcidconomic deprivation, can alter or reduce the respon-
siveness of some minds to the point where, by the time that tests
of academic ability are administered, there is not much operable
ability left.

10



Whether counteracting cultural deprivation will counteract theeffects of cultural deprivation is an open gvestion. There are afew studies that report statistically the effects of saturating aculturally deprived group with school personnel, extra teachingaids, improved classroom circumstances including small cla.sses,intensive guidance, and tutorial services. One effort in this direc-tion is the Demonstration Guidance Project in New York City,which has already recorded appreciable gains despite the factthat it has been in effect for only 3 of its 6 planned years. Bymeans of a generous allocation of funds and administrative talent,culturally deprived children were lifted to better levels of aspir-ation and response ; and the success wa marked enough so thatthe New York City Board of Education extended the r-ogram into13 junior high schools and 51 elementary schwis in underpriv-ilcged of the city. (Krug-man and Impellizzeri, 19601

Attiievamet DIttersitiM el tin Saes

Though it is clear that emotional, ethical, peer-group, socioeco-nomic, and cultural factors all have their influence on schoolachievement, there must be other factors to account for theachievement differential of the two sexes. Almost every studyshows that more boys than girls are underachievers in secondaryschool. An earlier study by Gowan (1955) and a later one con-ducted in New York City (New York City Board of Education,1959a) agree that among intellectually superior high school stu-dents, the underachieving boys outnumber the underachievinggirls by 2 to 1. While leaving school before graduation and under-achievement are not synonymous, possibly the same values tendto produce the sex differential in both. Even among the population
as a whole, a smaller proportion of boys than girls graduate fromhigh school. Interestingly, this proportion is in part reversed atthe college level when the initial dropouts and underachievershave been eliminated. The National Science Foundation reportsthat within the top 30 percent of the population 45 percent ofthe men and 30 percent of the women graduate from college.Mollie, 1960.) Terman and Oden's (1947) classic study not onlyconfirms that a higher proportion of able boys than girls attendcollege, but suggests that the men obtain higher college gradesthan do the women.

One explanation of the initial male repudiation of academicexcellence is that our society expects boys to assert their inde-pendence and girls to conform to certain limitation of decorumand tractability. As Pierce (1960) hypothesizes, a boy derives asense of achievement from many thingsphysical strength, ath-
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letic skillthat are not related to "book learning" or the class-
room, and indeed the submission that is frequently required by
teachers before they will give high grades is utterly reptignant to
the masculine self-image. On the other hand,

girls achieve via conformity. . . The girl whose parents do not value
higher education will begin to look towards marriage or a job some-
what earlier, and educational achievement will decline in importance.
The intellectual, high achieving girt who is educationally motivated
through-the early school years has little in the w *y of cultural expecta-
tions to sustain her motivation into adulthood.

Although more women than ever before are enrolling in col-
leges (U.S. Department of Labor, 1959) , and kithough the fact
that they are competing for admission to coeducational institu-
tions constitutes an increasing pressure upon high school boys
to conform more closely to patterns of academic achievement,
it does not seem likely that this represents any significant move-
ment away from the traditional feminine role. Early marriage
has assumed a more and more important place in the plans of
young women, and it has tended to depress the drive towards
academic excellence at the higher educational levels. Not only
are more girls getting married instead of going to college, or
leaving college in (alder to raise families, but so high a proportion
of them get married as soon as they graduate from college that
they are not interested in the possibility or utility of advance or
professional training.

Cm** d Me Prelim

When all these questions have been explored, and all the inti-
mate connections of scarcely underst000ksocial and psychological
phenomena have 'at last been sorted out, doubtless much will
remain unknown about individual greatness of mind. Brilliant
achievement appears in the most adverse circumstances. At times
it almost seems to flourish because of adversity. Some individuals
thus seem to have influences at work within them to palliate or
invert the effect of environment; while others seem somehow
more simply responsive to their environment and ready to cooper-
ate with adversity. It is unrealistic to hope that we shall ever
find any one decisive variable which can account for the differ-
ence between achievers and underachievers. Therefore, no simple
procedures can be relied upon to deal with the problems of under:
achievement in the schools.

Usually, the first thing a teacher does when h'e discovers unused
or inhibited ability in a student is to recommend tutoring or
remedial reading or special instruction in study skills, and though
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these are often effective, they do not in genera) appear to reversepatterns of underachievement which have been part of the stu-dent's "life style", for many years. The very complexity of the
problem as it reveals itself in existing research suggests that
many professional and clinical resources of the community must
be brought to bear on learning disorders; and particularly impor-tant among them will be interdisciplinary techniques such as arefound in orthopsychiatry. For example, in the New York CityTalent Preservation Project referred to previously; a wide range
of sulmtudies were undertaken, combining several kinds of clinical
diagnostic measures (Binets, Rorschachs, psychiatric evaluation,
psychological interviews, home interviews) with various remedial
services (group therapy, group counseling, study skill!) tutoring,parent counseling grown, reading clinics, individual counseling,
grants-in-aid). Two prominent conclusions were that : (I) impor-tant as such servicas are to the adoloicent, service is best begunearlier and (2) the multidiscipline approach, using a clinical team,
is particularly effective. As a result, New York City organized the
Early Identification. and Prevention Program in 42 elementary
schools (Krugman and impellizzeri, 1960), with the explicit pur-
pow of preventing or minimizing maladjustment and learning
disorders and employing clinical teams, consisting of a full-time
elementary school counselor, a half-time psychologist, and a half-
time social worker, with medical and psychiatric services available.

Since the problem of underachievement is large, and intricate,
it makes a large and deep claim upon us for work and devoted
attention. The claim is not merely one of social importance. It
transcends military and economic needs. A recent report on educa-
tion, the Pursuit of rztellence, says : "We deplore the destruction
of human potentialities through disease, and we are prepared
to fight such destruction wherever we meet it. We believe thatmanby virtue of his humanitymould live in the light of rea-
son, exercise moral responsibility, and be free to develop to the full
the talents that are in him." (Rockefeller Brothers Fund, p. 1.)

This moral Imperative defines the scope and importance of the
problem of underachievement.
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CHAPTER II

Definition and Identification
of.Academic Underachievers

ihrib C SW II

Tie Problem of DAM.

For purposes of this bulletin, the following definition will be
used : The underachiever with superior ability is one whose per-
Atimpiev, as judged either by grades or achievement test scores,
is significantly below his high measured or demonstrated apti-
tudes or potential for academic achievement. This definition of
underachievement is extremely broad, but for purposes of identi-
fying, understanding, and helping underachievers, irrespective of
causal factors, it will serve adequately. Thus, it constitutes a
working definition, rather than a research definition, and is
intended primarily for use of people in a practical situation where
they are faced with the ongoing and real problem of academic
underachievement. The reader interested in the problems involved
in constructing a research definition should consult a disserta-tion by Davis (1959) which thoroughly explores a number of
aspects of the problem of defining underachievement for research
purposes.

Even a cursory glance through the many professional journals
which have recently concerned themselves with the problem of
academic underachievement could hardly help confusing the casual
reader. Most confusing of all, perhaps, are the apparently con-
flicting retulta reported in different research studies. Tbefirst
reaction of the uninitiated ruder of such articles might be that
attempts to understand academic underachievement in terms of
personality traits, causal factors, or other general characteristics
have thus far led to no useful conclusions and are destined to
lead nowhere. A deeper and more sophisticated look at such
research would reveal, however, that much of the difficulty ap-
parent in attempts to compare one study with another arises
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from the fact that t .e term "acadel is underachievement" has
)ups of individuals orking on different

h i'tiering levels if abiE£ty, and with different
been used to refer
academic levels,
levels of achievement. To further confuse the issue, different.
criteria Of ac hievement and ability have been used

This publi ati is concerned primarily vv.:" _b those indivldua
se of most otherw' se a-7aderhic talents are greater tE=an

students_ Those ,atent. ay urekl either through the use
some tyl general v tes n e _core measure) or

1)- one of the f: t r at_ t u e batteries. The de
rule out the place of teacher judgment in helping arrive at a
decision as tc when a given in iv isindividual su -rior in the academic
area. One reaction tc the d
it cuts across the boundaries. c

vhic _ school chi r n are often lured. Among these are juvenile
delinquent a, ( er a . in the two groups u lder-
achievement the rule r t her than the exception, but it is iI Ipor-
tant to point out that nnost fright underachievers are neither
delinquents nor dropout a relatively stable group which sel-
dom display==s delinquent behavior or drops out of .==nool before
completing the nth grade.

on does not

lawn offered here might be that
a number of other categories into

I he present als( alludes _o tw = different criteria by
which achievement may be ileasured. These are grades and
achievement test scores. Contrary to what seems- to be popular
opinion, discrepancies hetwe" the results of standardized achieve-
ment tests and teacher grades sometimes exist. Nowhere is this
difference more striking than among those children whose grades
indicate they are performing far below their potential, but whose
achievement test scores consistently indicate that they have learned
material for which their grades do not give them credit. It has
been a typical research experience to find that students classified
as underachievers on the basis of grades, characteristically are
achieving at, or near, their true level of potential as indicated by
the results of standardized achievement tests. The converse situ-
ation is not always true. Typically, if a high-ability student has
received high grades, his achievement scores will reflect this.
Only occasionally do high-ability students who have received high
grades fall below their expected level of performance on stand-
ardized achievement tests. It should be stressed that a group of
students picked as underachievers on the basis of graded will be
lkrgely constituted of different individuals than a group of stu-
dents picked as underachievers on the basis of achievement test
scores. Of course there will be some overlap, but there will also
be some striking differences.
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destificatkm of Bright UlderadiPvers

The most efficient way to initiate a program aimed at identi-
ing bright underachievers is to begin with available intelligence

or aptitude test data. The question of how high a score an indi-
vidual must have on such a test to be considered "bright" remains
to plague educators but, in the last analysis, it is largely a ques-

on of individual preference and available facilities for dealing
with the problem. If guidance facijities are plentiful and of a
high caliber, then a broader segment cif students may be consid-
ered than if the reverse situation is true. In view of the current
pressure being exerted on all sides for us to utilize to the fullest
all of our intellectual resources, it might perhaps be wise to con-
fider every child who is in the top quartile on a general intelli-

gence ti=t or on the linguistic or quantitative subtests of a
factored aptitude battery. In most school situations, the selection
f a group of underachievers from the top quartile with respect

to abiyty is probably the most defensible procedure. If, for reasons
which prevail locally, it does not appear desirable to use such a
broad segment as the top 25 percent, and a more restricted seg-
ment of the population is used, there is a compensating factor.
This lies in the fact that we can be more sure we are dealing
with underachievers when the difference between ability and
academic performance is greater, as it could be if only very high
ability pupils were to be selected. Thus a student whose score
on a scholastic aptitude test placed him at the 98th percentile
and whose grades place him at the 45th percentile can be identi-
fied with more certainty as an underachiever than one whose
score in the same test places him at the 75th percentile while his
grades rank him, &so, at the 45th percentile.

Although tests should probably remain the basic criteria for
the selection of a high-ability group, teacher judgment, as pre-
viously stated, should not be ignored, since some research on
underachievement has indicated that underachievers do poorly,
not only in academic work, but also on ability tests. This latter
situation would b'e particularly true on scholastic aptitude tests
heavily loaded with achievement-type material. The danger of
using teacher judgment for such purposes is apparent to most
experienced educators ; namely, that irrelevant factors such as
mode of dress, manners, family background, social conformity,
and a multitude of others enter in to distort our judgments of
native ability. Some individuals are more easily misled by these
factors than others and are consequently poorer judges of any
child's ability. (National Education Association, 1950.)

One type of high-ability child most likely to be missed by
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standardized intelligence or aptitude tests is the child who does
not conform. His intellectual gifts may be apparent in other ways,
however, and behavior considered to be highly intelligent or
creative by his teachers should certainly be taken into account,
regardless of intelligence test results. That such a group will con-
stitute a small fraction of the total hardly needs to be pointed out.

Having selected the upper segment of the population with
regard to ability, it remains to select from this group those who
can be considered to be underachievers. It has been previously
noted that the use of grades and achievement test scores as indices
of underachievement are likely to result in the formation of two
essentially different groups with essentially different problems.
A majority of the research studies on underachievement have
made use of academic grades as the criterion of underachieve-
ment, although the rationale for doing this is not usually pre-
sented in such studies. Possibly the social significance of grades,
their implications for the educational future of students, and =lor
the component of personal judgment embodied in the grading
process provide an answer to the question of why grades are
most frequently used as the index of achievement. There is no
reason why both criteria might not be used in any one school
although it will be found that two different groups of students
will be selected, with some overlap. The treatment of each of
these two groups should probably

= be different, with those young-
sters who fall down primarily on achievement testa receiving
remedial help of an academic *ature and those who do poorly
primarily in terms of grades being exposed to counseling or
psychotherapeutic processes.

Any selection of a grade-point average at which a bright stu-
dent is considered to be underachieving must be recognized as
an arbitrary process. It is probably reasonable to consider a
child as an underachiever if he is in the upper 25 percent of his
class with regard to intellectual ability and falls below the class
average with respect to the grades he receives. At the present
time and in the practical situation, such a rule of thumb is prob-
ably as good or better than a more sophisticated definition. If
future research is able to define the parameters of underachieve-
ment in more adequate fashion than is presently the case, then
more complex differentiations may be justified.

The use of an overall average rather than a grade in any par-
ticular class constitutes the most defensible kind of criterion,
since underachievers often respond more to the personality of the
individual teaching the course than to any fear of getting a poor
grade. A relatively simple way to determine whether or not the
group selected does indeed represent the underachievers in a
18



particular class would be to apply one of the appropriate statis-
tical tests of the significance of differences between means (such
as the critical ratio or one of its variations) in order to determine
if the mean grade-point average in the group defined as bright
underachievers and the mean grade-point average of the group
defined as achievers is a significant one. While this may sound a
bit too technical to many, it is in reality a simple statistical
process and will serve to verify or refute the existence of differ-
ences between achiever and underachiever groups. Additional
problems in the identification of bright underachievers are im-
posed in situations where ability grouping systems, or grading
systems not based solely on subject matter mastery, are employed.
In such situations, teacher judgment as to which students are not
performing up to their capacity becomes increasingly important.

The use of achievement tests for the selection of academic
underachievers would follow roughly the same pattern ; that is
to say, the child who is in the upper 25 percent of his class with
regard to ability but falls below the class median on his achieve-
ment tests may logically be considered an underachiever. Some
achievement test batteries provide composite scores which are
useful in the selection of underachievers, but most do not. Since
it is not appropriate to average percentile ranks, the conversion
of achievement test scores to standard scores which may be
averaged would be an advisable procedure if a composite score
is desired. It should be reemphasized, however, that the criterion
of underachievement, as well as the level of performance on
that criterion, are matters which are subject to the arbitrary
decision of the individuals involved in the identification process.
No specific level of ability nor criteria of underachievement have
been established, nor are they likely to be, any more than we are
likely to establish absolute criteria for what constitutes giftedness.
There is room for teacher judgment, not only in the matter of
ability level, but also in the matter of achievement level. The
place where teacher judgment is likely to prove most important
in this latter regard is in the case of the particularly gifted indi-
vidual who obtained high scores on achievement tests and also
gets high grades, but who, in the teacher's opinion, may never-
theless be functioning below the level at which he is capable of
performing.

Types d Unisrackirnment

It has been previously implied that more than one type of
underachievement exists. An illustration of this situation is pro-
vided by contrasting the individual who gets low grades but high
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achievement test scores with the individual who gets high grades
but low achievement test scores. While it would be dangerous to
speculate, in the absence of any sound research information, on
the precise nature of the differences between two groups formed
of such individuals, it is probably safe to say that some important
and basic differences do exist, possibly in the areas of personality,
socialization, or study skills.

still another way of categorizing underachievers is seen when
we contrast the chronic underachiever with the situational under-
achiever. The chronic underachiever may be defined as one who
consistently, from one year to the next, performs below the level
of which he is capable. This consistency may not show up equally
in all claases, since even the chronic underachiever will, at times,
encounter a situation in which he succeeds in the eyes of the
teacher, but his underachieving performance will be both general
and fairly consistent. The situational underachiever, on the other
hand, is one whose underachieving behavior is of a transitory
nature, the causes of whkh can generally be discovered quite
readily. Thus the lowered academic performance which some-
times follows a serious illness, the upset caused by the death ofa parent, the physical and psychological problems accompanying
growth spurts in adol&gmice, the personal problems engendered
when a child attempts to wean himself from overprotective par-
ents, and many other similar kinds of situations, all may be pro-
ductive of academic underachievement which may be relatively
short in its duration.

It has been the rule, rather than the exception, for most edu-
cators to consider nearly all underachievers as being of the
transitory sort. Recent research, however, has revealed that this
is not the case and that most underachievers at the high school
level have been underachieving from an early age. (Barrett, 1957;
Shaw and McCuen. 1960.) This difference has likewise not been
recognized in most available research studies, where relatively
short-term indices of achievement and underachievement have
been used. Failure to recognize the difference between the two
kinds of underachievement has undoubtedly led to further confu-
sion in research findings. Failure to recognize these differences in a
treatment or a remedial program would likewise have confusing
effecth.

Still a third general type of underachivement which deserves
mention is hidden underachievement. Hidden underachievement
can be divided into two general categories. The first category is
created by the fact that some underachievers not only do poorly
on achievement tests and in grades, but also perform poorly on
intelligence or aptitude tests. This is a particularly difficult kind
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of underachievement to detect and certainly the teacher's judg-
ment in this case would be a primary criteria. It has been demon-
strated that some children picked as underachievers on this basis
show a marked improvement in intelligence and aptitude test
scores following exposure to a treatment program. (Ohlsen and
Froff, 1960.) A second type of hidden underachievement is equally
difficult to diagnose. This situation occurs in students of the
highest ability. Looking at their grades and achievement test
.cores would lead one to believe that these individuals were per
forming far above the level of most other students, which, indeed.
they are. However, teachers sometimes have a feeling about such
individuals that they are not doing what they are capable of
doing in spite of a superior level of performance. This hypothesis
is sometimes supported when such students enter collegiate insti-
tutions which are highly restrictive in their admittance policies
and subsequently perform below the level of other students, in
pite of having adequate ability to do the work. Research findings

along these lines have been presented by Heist (1960) .

Ckaractristics N UfflieraMenis

In the past, it has been said that academic underachievement
among bright students has so many causes and occurs in such
diverse individuals that no general causes or common personal
factors could be said to exist among underachievers. Recent re-
search findings, howeVer, have given reason to believe that this
may not be the case and that perhaps some general causes for
academic underachievement may exist as well as some character-
istics which tend to be generally true for most underachievers.
Of course, it is important to specify what type of underachiever
one is discussing, chronic versus situational or row grades and
high achievement test scores versus high grades and low achieve-
ment test scores. Each of these groups is likely to have its own
peculiar causes and identifying characteristics. In addition, it
is important to consider the nature of the situation in which the
underachievement is occurring. There is evidence to suggest that
factors peculiar to specific situations may influence both the
prevalence of underachievement and the kinds of individuals who
become underachievers. (Heist, 1960.)

The results of nearly all research studies on academic under-
achievement can be considered most applicable to chronic under-
achievers who are getting low grades but relatively high achieve-
ment test scores. This situation hu arisen because most studies
have made no attempt to differentiate among types of under-
achievers but have lumped them together, and, in most undifferen-
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dated groups of underachievers, the chronic underachiever whoreceives low grades but high achievement test scores will pre-dominate.
One of the most striking and most universally agreed uponcharacteristics of underachievement is the fact that it is pre-dominantly a male problem. A review of the studies which haveexplored this problem would indicate that approximately half ofall males who are above average in ability may be considered

underachievers. The corresponding figure for females is approxi-mately 25 percent. These proportions will vary from one schoolto another, sometimes in a very striking manner, but these figuregive a reasonably accurate approximation of the general situation.Male and female differences in underachieving groups extendbeyond the simple question of numbers. Another primary differ-ence lies in the general pattern of academic underachievementshown by male and female underachievers. Chronic male under-achievers tend to display underachieving behavior in the earliestgrades, while very few females show this characteristic. Females,in general, begin to demonstrate serious underachieving behaviorin their late elementary.or junior high school grades. The reasonsfor this difference have not yet been the subjec'i of research, butthat the difference exists seems to be fairly well established. (Shawand McCuen, 1960.)

Family Back/mud and ifiderachimant

The early existence of underachieving behavior, particularlyamong males, would seem to imply that underachievement is aproblem which is not unique to the school situation but whichstems from and exists in other areas in the underachiever's life.A number of studies into the home backgrounds and parentalattitudes and child-rearing practices of the fathers aid mothersof underachievers have indeed revealed the existence of somesignificant differences between families of achievers and under-achievers. As might be expected, underachievers tend to comefrom homes where the parents have less education than do theparents of achievers. (Granzow, 1954 ; Pearlman, 1952; Rathh. k,1953 ; Terman, 1947 ; Westfall, 1958.) Not only do they have lesseducation, but their values tend to be either neutral or negativewith respect to education, while the parents of achievers tend tovalue education positively. it has also been shown that the rela-tionship which exists between the underachiever and his parentstends to be a more distant one, psychologically speaking, than thitwhich exists between the achiever and his parents. (Bishton, 1955;
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Gowan, 1955 ; Hobbs, 1958.) The parents of achievers also show
a greater inclination to push their children toward achievement,
not only in school, but in other areas as well. The parents of
und'rachievers not only appear to demand less in the way of
specific performance from their children, but also tend to make
demands at a later date than the parents of achievers usually do.
(brews, 1957; Vinterbottom, 1953.) Broken homes, working
mothers, and other family disruptions are found in much higher
proportions among the parents of underachievers. (Ford, 1957;
Roe, 1953; Ryan, 19511 There is at least a suggestion from some
research that female underachievers may actually be rejected
children. (Shaw, 1960.) Family size and constellation also appear
to have some bearing upon the existence of underachievement,
with underachievers tending to come from larger families. ( Pierce,
1960.)

Personality Clurachristics of Umisrackievers

Personality* characteristics of underachievers have been the
subject of wide and intensive study. There seems to be no con-
clusive agreement among the results of various studies on the
question of whether or not underachievers are more poorly ad-
justed generally than are achievers. Results of studies on this
question are so conflicting that no final conefusions can be drawn
at this time. (Gough, 1949; Liebman, 1954 ; New York City Talent
Preservation Project, 1959 ; Shaw and Brown, 1957.) In contrast
to this, however, there are a number of specific characteristics
which different research studies appear to agree upon. One of the
most promising aspects of the personality of underachievers yet
studied has been that of the self-concept. There is rather general
agreement that underachievers generally are more negative in
their attitudes toward themselves than are achievers. There is
also evidence to indicate that they tend to be more negative in
their evaluations of others. (Alves, 1960 ; Nason, 1958 ; Portland
Public Schools, 1957 ; Shaw, Edson and Bell, 1960.) These find-
ings are In rather direct contrast with the superficial picture
often presented by the underachiever of an aggressive, self-
assured individual.

The findings with regard to the self-concept of underachievers
are, however, supported by additional findings from other areas.
It has been demonstrated by a number of studies that under
achievers show a higher degree of hostility than do achievers.
(Ohlsen and Proff, 1960 ; Shaw and Brown, 1957 ; Shaw and
Grubb, 1958.) This hostility is generally shown in attitudes to-
wards other people which display a general feeling of distrust
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and lack of faith in others on the part of the underachiever.These attitudes are most often reflected by feelings which embodythe idea that it is necessary to look out for yourself first and thatthe rights of others are not to be considered when your ownwelfare is at stake. The findings with regard to negative sell-concepts among underachievers are further supported by studieswhich indicate the existence of stronger feelings of inferiorityamong underachievers than are found among achievers. (Kurtzand Swenson, 1951.) Still other studies support the idea of nega-tiye self-concept with the finding that underachievers tend tohave stronger ego defenses than do achievers. One of these studiesindicates that while underachievers tend to IN strictly honest inowning up to their mistakes. they then prove=ed to rationalize theirerrors in such a way that they are personally not responsible.Conversely, the achievers tended simply to deny that they hadmade any error, thus no rationalization or defense was necemitary(Shaw and Black. 196W)
The concept of achievement motivation has undergone somestudy with underachieving students, and the results have beenconflicting in nature. Two instruments frequently used to measureachievement motivation are the McClelland Achievement Motivation Test and the Need Achievement Scale of the Edwards Per-sonal Preference Iieventory. Although there has been no unanimityof agreement, the general trend of these studies has been to indi-cate that these instruments do not differentiate significantly be-tween achiever and underachiever groups. ( Atkinson, 1950 ; Ben-dig, 1957 ; McClelland, 1953 ; Morgan, 1952 ; Weiss, Wertheimer,and Groesbeck, 1960 ; Uhlinger and Stephens, 1960.) In spite ofthis trend, it would be well at the present time to reserve anyfinal conclusions with regard to the practical usefulness of theseinstruments in differentiating between academic achievers andunderachievers until further and yore rigorously controlled stud-ies are forthcoming. At this time, it is reasonable to say that theconcept of academic motivation, which is often employed to ex-plain underachieving behavior, has little utility either in differ-entiating between achieving and underachieving groups or inexplaining the phenomenon of underachievement. Whether or notit has any theoretical usefulness remains as yet an essentiallyunanswered question.

Yet another area for much study of the underachiever has beenone which is frequently defined as relating to the problem ofmaturity. It has been found generally that the underachieverdemonstrates behavior considered to be less mature that thatwhich is shown by his achieving peers. (Altus, 1948; Burger,1956.) This immaturity is more frequently demonstrated by a
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lack of self-discipline which is often manifested in the inabilityof the underachiever to undertake and complete tasks which are
not entirely pleasant to him. Allied with this finding is the findingthat underachievers have a difficult time in working for distant
goals. (Mason, 1958 ; Rnier, 1960.) They need to see immediate
results from their work. Thus, it is a common experience for a
college counselor to have an underachiever tell him, in most vehe-
ment terms, that he wants a college degree, but at the same time
show utterly no comprehension of the fact that the satisfactory
ompletion of a course at the freshman level is a necessary step

in the achievement of the expressed goal. It is likewise difficult
the tinderarhiever to accept unpleasant reality. He often treats
cult or tedious academic assignments as if he believes they
go away if he just doesn't think about them.

Uadaralirammg mid Crutivity

An additional and important area which has been the subjectof little research is the factor of creativity. One of the majorbarriers to research on creativity is the lack of valid criteria,
and yet the problem is one of such importance that it would be
desirable to study this variable further with present techniquesrather than to wait for further developments of valid measures of
creativity. The relatively sketchy available evidence is conflictingwith regard to quantity and quality of creative processes in
underachievers.

One recent study (Getzels and Jackson, 19584 appears to indi-
cate that there is little relationship between intelligence and
creativity, and Maslow (1954) considers creativity to. be a
function of personality, rather than of intellectual level. This
position would not be challenged by a large number of psycholo-gists and teachers of the gifted who have had the experience of
working with high-ability children and who have seen that, while
some of these students are highly ingenious, self-motivated, and
curious, many others are not.

It is necessary, however, to raise the question of whether ornot creative ability of a highly complex, difficult, and abstractsort might be found only among individuals who attained high
scores on measures of intelligence or aptitude. If creativity wereto be ranked in terms of difficulty, complexity, and abstractness,it seems reasonable to expect a higher relation hip between meas-
ured ability and creativity than has thus far been found. An
excellent statement on the subject of intelligence and creativity
has been made by Drews (1960).

A further study has suggested either that achievers are sue-
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ceeding through conformity or that underachievers are failing
through nonconformity, or some combination of the two situ-
ations is in operation. (Shaw and Black7-19430.) Since it is gen-
erally assumed, and has been at least tentatively establfsed, that
nonconformity and crektivity are related, there is a real question,
as yet unanswered, as to whether or not underachievers do in fact
constitute a significant, untapped reservoir of creative ,talent
whose members are suffering primarily because they will not do
the routine and mundane things which their culture expects from
them. Some findings which tend to refute this have been made to
the effect that high-achieving students value the concept of imag-
ination to a significantly higher degree than their low-achieving
peers. (Pierce, 1960.) In general it can be stated that we have
no final answers with regard to the nature of creative talent
extant among underachieving children and much further study
is both needed and merited in this particuhir area.

Uninichievuemt and &mikad

The social behavior of underachievers has been extensively
studied. The most common finding is that underachievers engage
in social activities to a greater extent than achievers. (Altus,
1948; Bishton, 1955; Gough, 1949; Owens and Johnson, 1949.)
In the past this has been interpreted to mean that time spent in
socialization was time spent away from studies, thus causing
poor grades. In the light of more recent studies, however, this
interpretation must be abandoned, and a more dynamic explana-
tion substituted. The reported extroversion of underachievers
may represent an attempt to bolster the inadequacy and lack of
acceptance which underachievers feel by their proving to them-
selves that they can get along with -other people. Even a negative
relationship with people may be more satisfying than no relation-
ship at all. As Phyllis McGinley has said

Sticks and stones can breitk the bones
When thrown with and art,
Words can sting like anything,
But silence breaks the heart.'

Perhaps the most important single factor which has been dem-
onstrated by recent research is that academic underachievement
among bright students is not a temporary phenomenon easily\\tt

I Neither the idea et proforma.* for heat& mocha relatioaddps over no reiatioaship at aD, northew of Mho MoGialses quotation' to ebamatise the idea are original with the present author.See Leilhan. L., ewe Amulets of the Positive Values of Hostility, Amer. Pspekel.. 13:1111-119.MS. sad MeGlakty. PhYllio, Th L... Utter, of Pkviii. areasievr (New York : Vikirst Prow
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modifiable but, rather, represents a relatively fixed kind of be-havior which reflects something basic in the personality structureof the behaver. Exhortation, threats, or mere wishful thinkingare not likely to change it
While research has revealed the answer to some of the questionsposed by underachieving behavior, many of the most basic ques-tions remain still to be answered.
The search for specific traits which characterize underachieversas compared to achievers has not been particularly rewarding.More fruitful have been studies looking for general personalitycharacteristics which might result in the development of differenttraits in different individuals, depending on circumstance. Thestudies of self-concept are illustrative of this type. of research.Another generally productive type of research on underachieve-ment is that which has attempted to study the underachiever'sinterpretation of his parents' attitudes and child-rearing prac-tices. Further studies of the value systems of both the under-

. achiever and his parents may be rewarding.
One area in which research has been suggestive, but not ,con-elusive, has been a study of the relationship between the processof physical maturation and academic achievement. Another poten-tially productive area is that of constitution and bodily buildand their relation to academic achievement. Lacking also is infor-mation on what happens to underachievers after the end of theirpublic school careers. Do they continue to manifest underachiev-)ng behavior in their vocational, community, and personal lives,or is academic underachievement a iihenomenon associated onlywith school? These unanswered questions, and others, stand asimposing barriers to our more complete understanding of thebright, underachieving child, at the present time.
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CHAPTER III

What Can Be Done at the
Elementary Level

kma R. *as

sINCE the elementary school has contact with a child approxi-mately from his 5th birthday until after his 11th birthday,it has a responsibility to provide effective guidance services for allchildren during these years. The problem of underachievement atthe secondary school level may have its roots in failure to providesuch services at the elementary level. Certainly, the problem ofthe underachiever with superior ability will be intensified at thesecondary school and college levels if guidance services have beenineffective or lacking in the early years of his school experience.There is evidence that academic underachievement is presentin the earliest school years and that it is a fairly consistent char-acteristic of the same individuals throughout their school careers.Shaw and McCuen (1960) in a study of The Onset of AcademicUnderachievement in Bright Chtldren had evidence that amongmales, underachievers in grade 11 tended to receive grades lowerthan achievers beginning in the first grade and that this differencebecame significant at the .01 level at grade 3. This differenceincreased in significance every year from grade 3 to grade 10. Theyfurther found that the girls who became underachievers in gradeII actually had exceeded the achiever group in grade 11 duringthe first 5 years of school but began a sharp decrease in achieve-ment in grade 6, remaining below the achiever group from grade 6through grade 11. During the ages from 5 to 11, the school has theopportunity to identify and to attempt to correct those factorswhich contribute to underachievement.
Any honest attempt to reduce the problem of underachievementmust be based on an acceptance of the broad implications of indi-vidual differences. Shaw and McCuen's study in*cates a need toraise different questions about the male and the female under-
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achiever. They imply that the school must gain greater under-
standing of sex differences in maturation and motivation. The
concept of readiness for learning needs greater clarification. There
has been a wide acceptance of a readiness level for reading instruc-
tion, but many schools have failed to recognize that there are
readiness levels for all types of learning with patterns showing
wide differences in each individual child. The misconception that
readiness for reading is evidence of a general readiness for all
learning may well be a basic factor in underachievement. Further-
more, there are factors, not of school origin, contributing to under-
achievement. The child with superior ability may enter school
already conditioned to failure. For example, such children often
come from culturally deprived environments or are members of
minority groups. The school cannot plan an adequate program for
these children unless it recognizes them as individuals with poten-
tial. The elementary school which is making a serious effort to
reduce underachievement by pupils with superior ability must
develop an effective program of guidance services.

Faction ef Guidance for thivackievers

Children with superior ability share with all elementary chil-
dren the many needs which are provided for in a program of
guidance services. In addition, bright children have unique needs
arising from their superior ability. They may need help in hand-
ling relationships with less mature children ; their intensive inter-
est in specific areas and their tendency to question data may often
make them annoying to teachers and othei children ; routines and
drills may become irksome and may cause them to lose their

4 motivations for learning. Also, adult expectations for the academ-
ically able child may exert pressures which adversely affect the
pupil. Though the child may have a genuine desire to learn, he
still learns within his maturity level, and he must not be treatedas an adult. Guidance services can help solve many of these
problems.

Prevails! d Usiendiersing

Preventibn of underachievement demands early and continuous
identification of children with superior ability. Kough (1960) says

Many students with outstanding ability "identify" themselves. It Is
obvious to the teacher and to everyone who works with those students thatthey are bright . . . There are, however, other children who are equallybright but who present a more difficult problem in klentifloSion. These
students will not identify themselves on the basis of outstanding school
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achievement. Their grades may be low they may be noncooperative inperforming school assignments and may exhibit chronic behavior prob-lems of one type or another. They may be irritants to the teachers becauseof their nonconformist attitudes or seeming laziness. One of the criticaljobs of the school is to identify and motivate some of these not-so-obviouslygifted students.

Two guiding principles in identification presented in the publi-cation Elementary Education and the Academically Talented Pupil
(NationairEducation Association, 1961) are especially pertinent.They are

Identification should begin early, preferably in kindergarten or the firstgrade. This is important for several reasons. First, if a child has out-standing ability at the age of twelve, such ability was most likely apparentat an earlier age. Second, a great deal of pertinent information can beobtained at an early age, especially through observation and biographicaldata. As some bright children grow older, they acquire behavior thattends to "cover up" their ability, thus making identification more difficult.Third, there is evidence that modifiability of the whole syndrome of habitsand attitudes which fester optimal development is greater in earlier thanin later years. Finally, the abilities of young children must be known ifthe instructional program is to be challenging to every child, regardlessof his age.

The plan for identification should involve many people--administrators,teachers, psychologists and guidance personnel, special consultants,parents and even children themselves. The use of so many persons necessi-tates a well coordinated effort, facilitated by a well conceived plan. Allconcerned must be familiar with the plan and with their own unique rolein it. Even then, some one personis named to give leadership anddirection.

Child study, an essential guidance function for all children,has a most significant role in the school's effort to provide mean-inful learning experiences for children with superior ability.Children enter school with wide differences in chronological andmental ages, in social and economic backgrounds, and in physicaland emotional development. Bright children in grade 1 will havewidely varied needs because they may vary by a full year in
chronological age; may have come from rich cultural experiencesor may be culturally starved ; may abound in physical energy or
be suffering from physical deficiencies; may have experiencedwarm emotional relationships with children and adults or beemotionally undernourished. Such divergent backgrounds makeit difficult to recognize dig children with superior ability in tileearly years of the school experience. Therefore, the school mustprovide for continuing identification processes. Any attempt toprevent underachievement must include a plan for an effectiveprogram of child study.
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Rob of the Tuft ill Child Stvdy

The kindergarten teacher has an opportunity to study levels ofmaturity and individual needs through observations and parent
conferences. She also begins health records and records of progressin adjusting to school. The first-grade teacher with pupils whoare entering school for the first time must combine this analysisof the individual with the beginnings of formal instruction. Greatcare must be taken in these first months of school to avoid mistakeswhich may reinforce the child's conditioning to failure and hisconcept of himself as an inadequate individual in the family andin the classroom.

The teacher has an opportunity to observe the pupil in grouplearning, independent study, free and organized play, sharing ameal in the cafeteria, and enjoying cultural experiences in art,music, and dramatics. As the teacher observes behavior of thepupils in these varying situations, he can see evidence of maturitywhich may suggest that here is a child of superior ability. Koughand DeHaan (1955) caution that any attempt to identify childrenof intellectual ability must avoid too much emphasis on achieve-ment, conformity, or study habits as evidence of superior abilityif the identification process is to be effective. Theloffer lists ofidentifying characteristics which make a sound basis for observa-tion of behaviors. To facilitate organization of these records, aroster workbook is available. Teachers can use anecdotal records,rating instruments such as the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman BehaviorRating Scale, student productions such as art work and writtenwork, and the autobiography or daily log in the study of individualpupils. Johnston, Peters, and Evariff (1959) offer some sugges-tions for more effective use of these procedures.
When the parent-teacher conference is a sharing experiencerather than a reporting experience, it can provide an interpreta-tion of the child as he appears in both home and school. Such aconference can give insight into unsuspected areas of Interest orability. As is pointed out in Elementary Education and the Aca-demically Talented Pupil (National Education Association, 1961)
The parents have known the child longer and have seen him react to hisenvironment more often and in greater variety of ways than have anyother person. Thy have a Kraft deal of pertinent information that canbe useful in identifying academically talented children, though for manyreasons they are frequently unable to evaluate this information ade-quately. First, parents usually have not had the opportunity to comparethe performance of their child with large groups of children of the sameage. Second, the closeness of the parent to the child is liability as wellas an asset in evaluation. Parents tend to be biased and some are overlyambitiqus for their children, unconsciously hoping to fulfill their ownlongings through their youngsters.
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Parents, by sharing their observations with teachers, can gaininsight concerning the child's needs, and teacher and parent canplan together to meet these needs.
The more informal methods of child study must be supplementedwith the use of cumulative and developmental records which pro-vide for systematic recording of data. Such records usually includepersonal data, home and community data, scholarship records, testscores and ratings, attendance data, health infonnation, activ-ity records, interview notes, and followup information. Thesedata can be utilized as an aid to studying and understandingindividual pupils in a classroom. Intelligent use of the dataobtained through informal and formal methods of child study canenhance the effective discovery of underachieving children withsuperior ability.

Me of the Csasehr le CM Stilly

A number of criteria are used in identifying children withsuperior ability. In many schools all children whose score on astandardized test of mental ability iEt at the 75th percentile orabove are placed on a permanent list and the names are retainedregardless of achievement. New names are added if children meetrequirements in three of the following: (1) school marks; (2)standard test achievement scores ; (3) standard reading scores;and (4) professional judgment. The counselor contributes, to thecollection of data in the area of standardized testing and assiststhe teacher in making interpretations of the data obtained fromthe testing program. Reading readiness test results usually formthe basis for grouping first-grade children. Since readiness forreading is influenced by chronological age, mental age, and cul-tural background, care must be observed in the interpretationof the readiness score. The counselor can augment the availabledata by administering some form of scholastic aptitude test, butresults may. be doubtful if the children come from culturallylimited backgrounds.
Banham's scale Maturity Level for School Entrance and Read-ing Readiness (1950) provides useful data for determining readi-ness and maturity levels and gives evidence of the child's physical,social, and emotional readiness for learning as well as his readingreadiness. Counselors can administer readiness and intelligencescales during the spring term to children who will enter the firstgrade in the fall. The data provided may help the school avoidmistakes and thus help to prevent underachievement. Since theadministration of such scales is time consuming, the first-gradeteacher should not be expected to give this test to first-gradersin the fall.
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Coombe hies lo Clid Study

The principal provides leadership in the development of records
and must assume responsibility for collection and recording of
data. He is also responsible for inservice education for teachers
in the interpretation and use of data. Recognizing that the indivi-
dual cannot be understood by using isolated data, the administrator
and his school staff must work together to develop techniques for
organizing data. In this way, observations may be accumulated
over a period of time and may reveal physical, emotional, social,
and mental growth patterns. Cassell (196b) provides a develop-
mental record approach which can be most effective if teachers,
nurse, and counselor work together in the collection, recording,
and interpretation of data.

Flow

Pupils identified as having superior ability must be systematic-ally evaluated to discover which one are achieving at a lower
level than their estimated potential. When the elementary schoolis organized to detect underachievement early, it can correct
underachievement before it becomes chronic. For administration,this implies adequate pupil folders each child superior
ability, and it requires a system of review through case confer-
ences. Counselors can be expected to supervise the maintenanceof such folders and to arrange for review and study by the school
staff.

A systematic program of testing, for periodic data on bothability and achievement levels, makes it possible to compare
achievement as shown by testa with subject matter grides. Also,scattergrams are valuable in identifying underachievers. Periodi-
cally, rating scales, teacher anecdotal records, and pupil survey
inventories can be used to determine the child's adjustment to thelearning situation.

Conscious and continuous identification, with systematic fol-
lowup of each child, can provide the basic data needed to insurea learning situation for the child, thereby permitting him to
achieve on a level more nearly commensurate with his ability.

Prolog Stimiting Wig* Limn* Sisals
Morgan (1960) says : "Every human being possesses a basicurge to grow. Every human being has an inborn drive to become

more of himself, to become a fuller self." This urge is nurtured
36
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through stimulating educational experiences in a school climate
which supports warm relationships and reasonable expectations.
A learning situation can he challenging if careful consideration
has been given to content, timing, meaningfulness, and sequence.
If educational experiences make unreasonable or untimely de-
mands on children, the urge to grow may be smothered. Morgan
suggests "in promoting intellectual development, significant per-
sons in a child's life must utilize this urge td grow, this drive to
satisfy curiosity, this striving for exploration, this force to create,
this push to extend oneself."

/ A basi
age and
build a

ve for achievement develops in children at an early
ult to modify. The school can redirect but cannot

drive. Low academic aspirations often result, not
because of opposition to high goals, but because no one has said
to the child, "you should." Sometimes the underachieving pupil
with superior ability seems to have lost his basic motivation for
learning. Often, too, he suffers from low self-esteem. While out-of-
school factors may be responsible for this self-depreciation, it
sometimes is intensified by classroom pressures to do monotonous
and demotivating drills. Others of these children may hake failed
to develop basic skills in reading or arithmetic due to illness or
absences. These possibilities make it imperative that provisions
be made for a challenging and stimulating learning situation.
Particular attention must be given to the general classroom
climate, school placement procedures, and unmet persona) needs
of the child.

Mufti the Nulls of %Wits ad Odor Ste Maim

The elementary teacher determines the classroom climate. When
the teacher experiences warm, satisfying relationships as a mem-
ber of a school staff, he in turn helps to provide warm and support-
ing relationships for the children in his class.

A democratic school administration makes it ible for the
teacher to develop a sense of personal worth entification
with the goals and purposes of the school, and o satisfaction in
his teaching. The principal accepts responsibility to meet the
personal need of teachers for acceptance, recognition, and a sense
of adequacy for the job. He sees the development of good human
relationships as the best single approach to improved classroom
teaching. Sound administrative practices provide for effective
communication, for the utilization of group dynamics, and for
inservice education and professional growth.
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Placernad Prosins
Providing a challenging learning situation for each child re-quires placement procedures which allow flexible grouping, whichutilize readiness factors, and which recognize teacher-child rela-tionships.
Continuous evaluation of an underachieving child will oftenreveal academic growth beyond that of the group in which thechild has been working. Reffioving a child from his group toanother learning situation may be an effective way to meet hisneeds. An unwillingness to let children work beyond a certaingrade level may be a major factorl' in the demotivation of someable children. Conversely, the evaluation may show that the childhas a lack of readiness to work with his present group. Flexibilityin grouping will allow the child to work in different groups accord-ing to his readiness for learning in reading, arithmetic, or otherareas. This flexibility is sometimes achieved by permitting ablestudents to move from teache'r to teacher and from class to classwithin the school day. Case conference procedures can be usedto keep the children in focus as individuals.

Flexible placement policies are easier to achieve when they arethe results of cooperative staff action. Teachers are more likelyto accept pupil changes in an assigned class if such changes areprovided for in a staff' policy. This is particularly true when achange is indicated because of a teacher-child conflict.
Readiness for learnince and teacher-child relationships must bethe determining factors in effective placement of all children, butthey assume even greater significance for the underachieving childof superior ability. Past failure to give due consideration to thesefactors may well have been the basis of untimely and unreasonableexpectations for the child which helped to destroy his motivationto learn.

Pro Mg lischq Wait

The teacher, working with the principal and the supervisor,can provide a program to motivate the child by using his urge togrow. Recognizing that the child often does not need drill tolearn, he allows the child to discover new relationships, to experi-ment and explore. He accents the child as a partner in the excitingsearch for knowledge. Independent study, creative experiences inscience, mathematics, art, and music, and wide contact with theminds of others through books and class visitors are all essentialaspects of a challenging program which can stretch the mind andthe imagination of the child.
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Unless the underachieving child has serious unmet personal
news, the best single force for motivating him is an alert, imagin-
ative, and understanding teacher. Conversely the greatest single
demotivating force is a dull and monotonous classroom experience
which places too much emphasis upon conformity. Biber (1959)
plate great stress on the teacher's role in the upper elementary
grades.

Romp* tbe Nits Perm' Needs

In spite of challenging educational programs, personality factors
may make it impossible for some children to utilize their potential
in a creative manner. The identification of those factors which
prevent the use of ability is of primary importance. This suggests
a need to determine how the child sees himself in relation to his
school performance and to discover the relationship between this
self-concept and actual performance. If we can discover children
with disabling personality factors, we may perhaps determine the
ways in which the classroom situation can be used to help the child
whose attitudes toward school hinder, rather than enhance,
achievement.

Children with unmet personal needs rarely achieve in a manner
commensurate with potential. Attention to the general welfare of
a child and to his personal needs is an accepted educational pro-
cedure which assumes an even greater significapce for under-
achieving children with superior ability.

Fachn Prole* Mammies khan Nadal ad Minna
Children may enter school conditioned to failure. Such children

may react to challenging situations with anxiety or even hostility
due to previous adult evaluations of performance. Many of these
children may find it so difficult to cope with test situations that
identification of potential becomes difficult. Others may have
developed behaviors designed to convince the adult that he doesn't
like school, he doesn't want to learn, and no one is going to "makehim." Whatever the reaction, it signifies the child's need to protect
himself from an an.xiety-producing situation.

difficult to recognize that the "lazy," "indifferent," or "be-
havior-problem" child is an anxious child. Under these annoying
behaviors we must recognize the child's concern with such ques-tions as: (1) Will I ever find out what that teacher wants me todo? (2) Suppose I should give a wrong answer or make a mistakeat the board? (3) How am I doing in school? (4) Will I "pass"?
(5) Does anybody really care if I learn to read?
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The child who is inept socially may be so lost that In cannotconcern himself with the concerns of the teacher. Surrounded bypotential friends but with no feeling of acceptance by his peers,the child may be in the position of the street gamin with hiA nonpressed against the bakery window, seeing, smelling, but gettingneither nurture nor satisfaction.
Other children may exhibit evidences of physical limitationsor of cultural deprivations which prevent them from utilizingpotentiality in a creative manner. All the resources of a schoolstaff and a community are needed in order to help meet the needsof these children as a first, step in conserving a wealth of humanresources.

Tbe st the Cassisr 3

The counseling function of the teacher does not remove theneed for school counsefors. The school counselor is needed to serveas a consultant to teachefs, to work with pupils who cannot relateto the teacher, and to work with cases beyond the ability of theteache4 The counselor can be helpful especially in counselingchildren in the elementary school who hive unusual interests orneeds. The counselor works with individuals or with groups tohelp pupils gain insight and self-acceptancesThe guidance office in an elementary with its toys, artmaterials, and attractive booklineid shelves provides a neutralsetting where the counselor helps the child evaluate himself andset goals for himself. Toys play an important role in helping chil-dren verbalize their needs. Furnished doll houses and classrooms,erector sets, fire engines or dump truclis, and telephones providean oppoituniity for the Child to play and talk as he works.with thecounselor.
When tensions build up in a class, children often work off thesetensions with clay, finger paints, darts, punching bags, or hammerseta. They are then ready to return to class to try again. Avoidingexplosions in the class makes it easier for the child to work outhis relationships with.the teacher irk! the pupils.Since underachievement is so closely related to emotional prob-'ems, counseling can contribute to improved achievement by help-ing children gain new courage as they achieve a sense of personalworth. Sometimes chikl can be helped to see that he has abilityand that someone values him as an individual. The &Axiom' childoften needs a safe setting In which to examine his fears. A amniaselor working with him can help him gain a more reidiAic evaluasstion of himself and of his performance in the school.When working with groups of children, the counselor can take
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advantage of the group dynamics to obtain results. Using suchtechniques as the open-ended story, role playing, and group play,the counselor structures a problem situation and then allows freeparticipation by the group. Such activities allow children to face
, their fears or poor self-concepts in lees threatening situations.

Counselors act as consultants to teachers, helping them under-stand the needs of children. They provide criteria to help teachersrecognize any progress which the children may make in their rela-tionship with pupils and staff. Counselors work with parents *4t)help reduce unhealthy pressures hindering the achievement ofthe children. Contacts with parents are one of the most importantways the school can work with underachievers.

no Tom Amick

The work of the counselor must be supplemented by otherservices. The school team, which includes principal, teacher, nursek,and counselor, can meet the needs of many ,underachieving chil-dren. But, after all resources within the school have been utilized,some children will need more specialize4fassistahce. In support ofthe school team, the visiting teacher or school social worker cancontribute significantly Oy working with the home.
The visiting teacher or school social worker is also the liaisonbetween the school and the many social agencies and other re-sources in the school community. Family welfare, children's aid,family counseling services, foster care' seriices, and communityhealth services can be utilized in helping able children solve prob-lems of personal need so that these children may have a betterchime* to achieve in their school work:
The school psychologist is another specialist who serves theschool team by evaluating and diagnosing children's problems andby providing counselinft to parents and children.
The reading specialist is assuming an Important role in theschool's work with the `underachieser. When readin* problems areidentified early in the elementary school and corrective proceduresare utilized, many able pupils are helped to improve their totalschool performance.
Whenever a school cares enough to identify the underachievingchild and to work as a team to discover this child's needs, some-thing can be done to allow him an opportunity for a fuller develop-ment.

U

kitlinnet
BANNAM, ZTIUMMII M. Maturity Leval for Sdsool istraime awl Reading
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CHAPTER IV

What Can Be Done at the
Secondary Level

G Sisni

Guidance for the underachiever with superior ability at thesecondary level cuts across the whole fabric of secondary educa-tion, involves all of guidance and counseling theory and practice,builds on an emerging body of research findings and implicationsrelated to the gifted child and the academically talented, andfocuses essentially on the nature and treathient of underachieve-ment
Scholastic difficulties at the secondary level may first be evidentin academic subjects, such as mathematics or foreign language. Astudent with these difikultitwi may be rebelling against teacherstandards and daily assignrigents. An underachiever is often iden-tified at the secondary school level because he seems to lack theproper motivation to become a high-achieving student.In some instances the. home or familial climate may have pre-cipitated academic underachievement. Families with an absentor weak father, homes where education is not valued, homes witha history of frequent moves, all may be providing environmentalinfluences which contribute to underachievementIn other caws, the climate of the school itself may have fosteredlowered academic achievement. Rather than underscoring theval9e ot education, some school climates seem to develop patternsof anti-intellectualism or to superimpose attitudes against theworthwhileness of education during and beyond the high schoolTears. In still others, overemphasiron conformity to teacher stand-ards which may have-lithe to do with academic excellence createsattitudes In some students which lead to underachievement Onthe other hand, theounderachiever at the secondary level may be ayouth whose own personal dynamics reflect certain basic phycho-
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logical, physical, or sociological influences which lead to the devel-
opment of academic.underattainment.

In order to-properly assist the underachiever during his junior
and senior high school experiences, special guidance and counseling
procedures are suggested.

Fliactisis al Staff II Protidiet Mane for Umisradievers

Effectiveguidance and counseling of underachievers of superior
ability is dependent upon a strong ongoing program of guidance
for all students. A thorough and qualitative program for all gifted,
utilizing the current techniques recommended in such recent pub-
lications as Working With Superior Students (Shertzer, 1960)
and Guidance for the Academically Talented (Drews, 1961) is
also a necessity. Guidance of gifted underachievers is actually a
new and emerging subspeciality within these frames of references.
Some of the most significant contributions to the guidance of
underachievers are made in the classroom.

The Rsie el the Taft
I

The teacher's role in working with kilted underachievers can-not be overemphasized. Accepting the underachiever as an indi-
vidual, treating him fairly but firmly, holding him to his best and
not his least efforts, enhancing his learning skills, broadening the
base of his knowledge and understandings, and providing a healthy
model for him to identify with and emulate are all actions which
fall within the domain of the teacher.

Reports by underachievers themselves point up the necessityof the proper attitude on the part of teachers. Teachers who seemto reject gifted underachievers contribute to lowered ambition and
motivation. Underachievers state that teachers who are sarcastic,
overly critical, overly demanding, rigid, and officious are not
helpful. Teachers who judge students as persons only on the basisof performance in their subjects are likewise to a degree ineffec-tual.

In a special experiment for teaching and guiding gifted under-
achievers (Goldberg, 1959) , students were interviewed concerningtheir perceptions, of themselves and. their school experiences. Inthe words of the report :

Many of the responses to questions about school success, difficulties, abili-ti3, and other topics were answered in terms of their teachers. Doingwell in a subject was usually related to a "good teacher," doing poorly toan unsympathetic or unfair teacher. Their willingness to work in a sub-ject also depended on their perception of the Interest of the teacher. Thestudents wanted teachers who merit "respect," and who can "control theclass," who "give you an interest in the subjects," and are "cheerful" and"understand the student."
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In the same study there is a brief summary of some of the
current findings :

. . for those students for whom it is possible to effect improvement, two
factors appear to be crucial : (1) identilication with a teacher who is
consistently interested and supportive, who vitiws each student as an
individual and accepts him as a bright and able person with a need for
special help; and (2) assistance in mastering the skills of learning which
many of the underachievers failed to acquire in the earlier grades.

The teacher has a vital contribution to make during staff confer-
ences, usually conducted under the supervision of the school coun-
selor or guidance director. The principal, vice-principal, remedial
reading or study skills teacher, school psychologist, and other
appropriate specialists are often involved in these conferences.
During such case conferences the teacher has valuable information
to report on the day- by-day personal and academic behavior of
the underachiever. The teacher provides significant information
on the nature of the relationship between him and the individual
underachiever. A positive teacher-student climate, based o mutual
acceptance and respect, is a very helpful factor in im vement.
In staff conferences, the teacher should also report on is observa-
tions of the peer relationships of the underachiever. This type of
information is frequently of value in working with the able but
underproductive student.

The teacher has more than a reporter's role in conferences,
however. Teachers should be apprised of the observations, evalua-
tions, and recommendations of other specialists, so that later they
can return to the classroom to implement these suggestions. Guid-
ance and related specialists should provide support RV under-
standing for the teacher in his efforts to provide maximum educa-
tional opportunity.

The Akiistrathe al Corricubr Reshot kr Uniraditers
The administration is often charged with the responsibility for

establishing a special, individualized curriculum or course of
instruction for gifted underachievers. A course in which the con-tent is differentiated according to the levels of academic talent
of the student usually provides a way for such scheduling. Criteria
for curricular adjustment include judgments of teachers in the
form of tests or grades and objective findings such as results of
standardized* achievement and aptitude batteries.

Principals, issistant principals, supervisors, directors of cur-
riculum, and othet especially assigned personnel, working in
conjunction with guidance departments, are typically responsible
for the development of differentiated instruction in those subjects
where the school has adopted ability grouping. This total consider-
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ation is particularly important in the case of the gifted under-achievers. While the student has not achieved at a level commen-surate with his measured potential, he probably has the capabilityof doing honors level work. It is the urgent hope of teachers andadministration alike that the intellectual climate in advancedgroups will serve to motivate the underachiever to improve andthus bring his talent closer to fruition.
In an effort to learn what kinds of approaches to honors pro-grams were in curent use, 37 school systems were surveyed abouttheir scheduling approach for gifted underachievers. (Stern,1969.) Of the 37 schools, 24 indicated that underachievers wereplaced in regular groups ; 21 stated underachievers were placedin advanced sections, or were eligible for such groups. Eight ofthe systems used a combination of these two, permitting the stu-dent to be scheduled out of the regulargroup and into the advancedgroup if his work improved or placing him first in an advancedgroup and, if he failed to produce, then moving him back to theregular group. In addition, two of the school systems stated thattheir underachievers were eligible for the College Board AdvancedPlacement groups, a method used to motivate for higher attain-ment.

Counselors can serve as a type of academic "talent scout" andreport their observations and recommendations to the variousteachers. This discovered talent in underachievers should then beencouraged and hopefully trained in the secondary classrooms,laboratories, and studios. In this fashion underachievers can beimbued with the desire to develop their gifts beyond high school.

Special Comadft ad Midas Services

Following are some of the most basic contributions which theschool counselor or guidance director can make in the counselingrelationship with an underachiever of superior ability.
Personal support.Perhaps the single most important servicea counselor can render the gifted underachiever is to convey anattitude of faith and belief in him, a kind of empathic tie whichthe counselee senses and knows he can rely on. One effective meansthe counselor has of relating to the underachiever is to interpretall of the clinical appraisal data as early as possible in the counsel-ing contacts. This should be done thoroughly and objectively, mak-ing certain the counselee's interpretation afterward is accurate.Having evaluated the profile, the counselor should build on thatdata with the counselee, treating the underachievement as thoughit were a transitional stage and making both immediate and long-range plans predicated on the positive aspects of giftedness.
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Educational counseling. Educational counseling of under-
achievers with superior ability takes on special significance at the
secondary level in view of the vital choices and decisions which
must be made during these years. In many schools, students must
make a commitment while they are in the eighth grade to a high
school course of study which will determine the content of both
their immediate and long-range educational programs. At this time
students must choose a special curriculum such as college prepara-
tory, commercial, general, vocational, agricultural, or a related
combination. Where this is true, the counselor has the dual respon-
sibility of helping the school system understand the impact of such
an early commitment on, students, meanwhile helping the students
to make the wisest choices available at that moment. In all this,
the effective counselor works with and through the faculty and
not alone.

To the academically talented underachiever this point of critical
choice assumes even more meaningful proportions. If the pattern
of disparity between potential ability and actual output has not
been corrected in the junior high school years, he perhaps will
underaspire in his choice of curriculum. Having failed to achieve
in the elementary years and continued to underachieve in the
junior high school years, a chronic underachiever would tend to
select the course with the least academic demands. It takes both
perceptive and sensitive guidance to help such a student realistic-
ally appraise himself and his future. However, if the talent in this
student is to develop fully, every effort should be made to help him
see as many kinds of opportunities as possible. In many instances
these opportunities will include higher education: In----other in-
stances a vocational pattern requiring high ability but less aca-
demic work probably will be chosen. It is vital that these talented
students obtain the appropriate educational contentand the
recommended academic unitsat the time prescribed.

During the process of educational counseling th0 school coun-
selor should help the student build an academic program which
will assist him in completing as many units as possible in the
academic areas, including English, social studies, foreign langu-
ages, science, and mathematics. Wherever acceptable to the student,
the counselee should be scheduled for advanced or honors groups
or adititional courses in those subjects in which he has special
talents. In those subjects in which the student is having some
academic problems he should be referred for special assistance
to an outside tutor, te a school psychologist for a psychological
workup if this is indicated, and to a remedial reading specialist
if theie is a special problem of this type.

The high school years from grades 9 through 12 hold particular
significance for all students with ambitions for higher education,
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since every subject taken during those 4 years is indicated on thetranscript forwarded to the colleges. As pointed out throughoutthis bulletin and in Guidance for the Academically Taknted Stu-dent (brews, 1961) , it is critically important that the school coun-selor obtain a thorough and qualitative evaluation of each under-achieverhis giftedness, his underachievement, his personal-socialdynamics, and his family background.
For the usual type of gifted underachieverthe one who testsextremely high on all kinds of measures, but whose daily workresults in a low scholastic averageit seems evident that the diffi-culty is with academic conformity and performance, rather thanlack of basic skill or actual acquisition of knowledge. But anycounselor familiar with the kinds of items which appear on thescholastic aptitude tests realizes that the questions are academic-ally oriented. A gifted student would not be able to respond accu-rately without considerable learning and development. The diffi-culty seems to reside in the underachiever's attitudes towardactual daily attainment, his lack of_ pride in doing a job well, andhis inability to postpone immediate satisfactions for more long-range goals. Again, working with and through the faculty, as wellas directly with the student, the counselor needs to interpret andtreat these attitudes as crucial to later academic and profemional,success, in which each new attainment is built on solid, systematicunderstanding and knowledge previously attained.Vocational counseling.Vocational counseling of the under-achiever of superior talent is a topic which has been practicallyneglected in the literature. Many authorities.ffti the vocationalguidance of the gifted achievers has been somewhat submergedin the nationwide preoccupation with college placement of thegifted. Vocational objectives should not be neglected since theestablishment of specific goals has been held, by at least oneauthority (Gowan, 195'7), to be a positive force in giving directionfor the underachiever, and may therefore help reduce the extentof underachievement.

Underachievers likewise have a tendency to underestimate, tounderaspire, in their occupational aims. Systematic counseling atthe secondary level should help the student develop suitable voca-tional goals. In this endeavor, guidance and counseling staffs musthave inclusive, accurate, and pertinent occupational information.Though most gifted students will aspire toward professional,managerial, and semiprofessional occupations, many will chooseto be skilled craftsmen and others will appropriately choose otherfields which may not require higher education.One effective role the counselor can play is to project an imageof the underachiever as a productive, capable individual, trained
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and latunched in the career toward which the underachiever may
aspire. The fact that the counselor has faith in the underachiever,
has full belief in the underachiever's capacity to acquire the skills
and no misgivings about his talents, and will "see him through"
and not "stop caring"---these are the special counseling needs of
most underachieving students.

Personal adjustment counseling.Another area which repre-
sents a significant and important function is the personal adjust-
ment counseling of the gifted underachiever. In the most recent
report on Terman's original group of gifted students (Terman
and Owen, 1959), there appeared a thorough evaluation showing
the general adjustment rating of the subjects in gelation to the
level of their education. The study shows that while the extent
of maladjustment` is less among the gifted group than among the
general population, serious personal adjustment problems occur,
even among those with superior ability. During the last year of
high school, many gifted counselees feel the need to function more
independently after graduation. Other adjustments involve: col-
lege investigation and placement; the break from home and
familial ties ; living among peers in a new situation ; military
commitments; interpersonal relationships of all types, including
heterosexual development ; and continuation of all the other aspects
of maturation.

Some students will manifest much more skill and adeptness in
coping with these problems than others. An early review of the
literature on underachievement (Beasley, 1957) has shown that
certain investigations support the presence of a positive correla-
tion between poor personality integration and lowered academic
output, while other investigations show that neurotic or seriously
disturbed personalities tend to achieve. The author observes:

One might conclude that the fact of adjustment, or lack of it, the presence
of Inferiority, or freedom from nervous symptms, for example, has to be
understood in its more personal, subtle and pervasive aspects than as the
particular phenomena which in themselves account for underachievement
(Beasley, 1957.)

Depending on the amount of their training, competency, and
experience, school counselors will frequently be able to assist
gifted underachievers directly in working through individual
personal adjustments. Some problems, of course, will require more
attention and counseling service than others. To a large extent
the nature of personal adjustment counseling will be determined
by the kinds of problems the underachiever brings to the counselor
for study and assistame.

School counselors must be akrt to tiw) personal needs of gifted
underachievers, and in those eases where additional specialist help
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is indicated, a proper referral should be made. In the few situa-tions where underachievers manifest deep-seated personality prob-lems, counselors should probably recommend psychiatric therapy.
Seriously disturbed students are usually referred by the coun-selors to the school psychologists who may then arrange for psychi-atric consultation. In some cases, school psychologists provide acomplete psychological diagnosis. In school systems where theschool psychologist is authorized to do this, he assumes the respon-sibility for initiating treatment. In other cases, the school psychol-ogist works with the student on a preliminary basis and structuresa referral to the psychiatrist or psychiatric clinic. Each schoolsystem has its own internal means of referral. Most experts agreethat the earlier the referral is made, the better the hope of im-provement. Many school specialists work feverishly to reduce thetime involved from the referral date to the first psychiatric inter-view.

MITA Pracedwis

Implicit in all educational, vocational, and personal-social coun-seling services is the need for proper referral to specialists, whereindicated. This applies not only to the school psychologists andconsultant psychiatrists just described but to remedial readingand study skills specialists, speech therapists, school nurses andschool physicians, school social workers, subject matter tutors,community social agencies, juvenile court authorities, college anduniversity representatives, mid resource people in various aca-demic and clinical areas.

Because of the individualized and complex nature of each stu-dent's personal and educational problems, the school counselormust be thoroughly informed about the specific assistance avail-able for each kind of difficulty. The nature of the counseling prob-lem determines the kind of referral, if any, which the schoolcounselor should arrange for the underachiever. Many under-achievers will profit from a variety of approaches and combina-tions of speciality assistance.

can Placammt Clank Iv the Mad Winding
An important specialized service which the school counselorprovides to the underachiever is college admissions counseling.The underachiever with superior ability is a particularly difficultyoungster to place in college, primarily because of his record ofpoor achievement. Since the single best predictor of success incollege is rank in class (Wiliams and McQuarry, 1953), the school
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counselor finds it imperative to interpret the underachievement
properly in each case. The problem here is not to select several
colleges for a final choice but to find a college that is willing to
take a chance on the applicant.

Perhaps the most effective way of placing underachievers in
college is to continue service to them on an individualized, highly
qualitative basis. The underachiever requires considerable profes-
sional attention and interpretation, and probably nowhere in the
educational sequence is there a greater need for closer articula-
tion, mutual understanding, and cohesive approaches than in the
process of counseling for college placement. Many admissions offi-
cers recognize high school guidance and counseling personnel as
fellow professionals who have considerable data to share. The
building up of such materials in high schools and coNeges through-
out the country, in a kind of educational emulation of social service
exchange, should be of considerable value in dealing with the
overall problem.

While counselors will find such basic references as College
Ahead! (Wilson and Bucher, 1958) and How to Get into College
(Bowles, 1958) of some general aid for all college-bound students;
and Daane's chapter on "College. Information for Superior and
Talented Students" in Working With Superior Students (Shert-
zer, 1960) of some more specific assistance, there is probably no
authoritative treatment on how to place gifted underachievers in
college.

However, this is a problem which is beginning to attract the
attention of organizations such as the Association of College
Admissions Counselors. In a recent article (Burnham, 1959) one
specialist set up suggested criteria for properly assessing admis-
sion data. In this thorough treatment the author refers to five
cases of gross underachievement, recognizing the limitation of
psychometrics as adequate measures of noncognitive factors.

A different type of underachievement is exemplified by the gifted
high school student who, for a variety of reasons, fails to go to
college. One fairly extensive coverage of this kind of loss of talent
is presented in Encouraging Scientific Talent (Cole, 1956) ,
ing that geographic, financial, motivational, interest, intangible,
and nonacademic factors affect college-going plans.

It would seem that the concerned professional guidance and
counseling specialists at both the high school and college levels
would profit from a mutual program of investigation and under-
standing. In addition, the resources should be utilized of organiza-
tions such as the American School Counselors Association, the
American College Personnel Association, American Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, Association of Col-
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lege Admissions Counselors, and the College Entrance Examina-tion Board.

board

One special function that guidance and counseling staffs shouldseriously consider in their services for gifted underachievers isresearch, including followup. The specialists charged with thehelping roles should know intimately the research findings per-tinent to underachievement and their implications for guidanceand counseling services.
Specialists at the secondary level should be collecting and evalu-ating their own data with the idea of improving methods andcontributions. Guidance and counseling staffs should be informedand knowledgeable about research projects and experimental pro-grams at the high school level nor should they neglect the findingsat the elementary, college, and graduate levels. In the interests ofarticulation, sequence, and cohesion, such an approach is impera-tive.
Schools which have the genuine desire to organize and operatea vigorous program for the gifted, and especially for the under-achievers, should expand their research activities to enhance thevalue of their guidance services.

Stan Plaid ad GomaIly Avablie

Secondary schools in the United States have recently begun toassess the assignment of various educational personnel responsiblefor working with problems of underachievement.
It seems critically important for schools wishing to developactive programs for underachievers first to diagnose the kinds ofunderachievement, individually and qualitatively, and then assignstaff accordingly. Because of the high incidence of underachieve-ment in foreign languages, for example, the school counselor shouldwork with an underachieving student and his foreign languageteacher to determine whether the situation might be remedied bya change in grouping, schedule or program, adjustment of curricu-lar content or approach, change in attitude or set, or a reconsider-ation of goals and values. Frequently such an underachiever isgifted and attaining at high levels in other subjects. The specialknowledge and technique of the school counselor may often assistthe student in becoming more productive.

Problems whose etiology and manifestation reflect home andfamilial difficulties may well involve the services of the guidancestaff, school psychologist or school social worker, and related
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specialists. Some schools have consultant psychiatrists available,
and the student may require such a referral. In attempting to
improve a-student's achievement by improving his mental hygiene,
it is often important to employ a team approachthe school psy-
chologist or clinical psychologist provides the original diagnostic
workup, the social worker provides casework for the parents; and
the psychiatrist assumes the therapeutic role with the student.

Underachievement which reflects deep-seated academic or learn-
ing difficulties may require the special study and contributions of
the classroom teacher, the remedial reading expert, and the study
skills authority. The counselor will of necessity be involved in
this procedure, and his role might well be in the motivational
counseling approach with the counselee. School systems will do
well to explore resources in education and psychological depart-
ments in nearby colleges for consultation on learning disabilities.

Some underachievers have problems involving physical difficul-
ties. Sensitive and perceptivenguidance staffs will call on the school
nurse and school physician for proper examinations, or request
that the parents arrange for one.

Goldberg (1968) has pointed out that the correct evaluation of
the underachiever and his problem may require the services of
social agencies on a clinical, rather than an academic or guidarice,
level. Those schools which lack the services of qualified and com-
petent school counselors or school psychologists might best turn
to agencies with diagnostic or evaluative functions, as well as
typical casework and counseling roles. That this procedure is
presently somewhat alien to school organizations is seen in a
recent survey (Stern, 1959) which shows that only 3 out of 37
schools involved social agencies, diagnostic or therapeutic, at any
step. This ptobably reflects the schools' emphasis on presenting
learning problems as basic to underachievement, some limitations
in familiarity with the total problem, a desire to deal with the
difficulty in the school community, and a reticence about making
the indicated referral.

The trained school counselor or school psychologist, of course,
is competent to make the refertabs, and this certainly seems desir-
able in some cases of underachievement. Community agencies such
as mental health clinics, community health centers, the Office of
Vocational Rehabilitation, family service agencies, Catholic youth
organizations, the Jewish Occupational Council, and B'nai. B'rith,
frequently have staff with the special skills required. Depending
on the local status and function of such agencies, their intake poli-
cies, and their available personnel, they represent a rich resource
for the school guidance staffs in dealing with underachievement
at the secondary level.
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Before contacting specialists outside of the school, the counselormust consider carefully the role of the parent in a child's achieve-ment problem. The experienced school counselor would encourageconferences with both parents as soon as the proper identificationand evaluation of this problem have been obtained. The degreeof the parent's participation reflects the extent of their involve-ment in, and commitment to, the problem. The perceptive coun-selor can learn much about the attitudes and values of the parents,the power system within the home, the consistency of parentaldealings with the student, the assumption of masculine and fem-inine roles, and the imposition of values on the child as theserelate to his underachievement.
A classic reference on the importance of child-rearing proceduresis Winterbottom's thesis (1953) dealing with mothers' statedexpectations of mastery with their 8-to-10-year-old children'sN-achievement _scores. This type of information, whether trans-tnitted by the previous elementary school, elicited from social casework data, or through questionnaires, surveys, or interviews is ofcritical value and import.

As indicated previously, group guidance and group coynselingmethods are frequently advocated as special techniques in workingwith gifted underachievers. These specialized approaches are typi-cally under the supervision of the school guidance staff, who mayconduct the group tiessions or direct the efforts of speciallyselected teachers or other staff members. In the DeWitt Clintonexperiments, for example (Goldberg, 1959) , groups of under-achievers were regularly scheduled for daily homeroom guidancesessions with special teachers.
In some secondary schools, school counselors and the schoolpsychologist work as a team wig) groups of underachievers. Oneexperimental study (Broedel. Ohisgn, Proff and Southard, 1960)on the effects of group counseling on gifted underachieving adoles-cents in the secondary schools involved the pirticipation of coun-seling psychologists.
In all work With intellectually able students, including thosewho are underachieving, the counselor's effectiveness will be inproportion te.his ability to develop an active partner relationshipwith the high school faculty. Teachers feel they have much to offer/ the prize students, and it is they who will see the resulting product.Underachievers present problems to these teachers but, once en-listed in an understanding attempt at meeting the special needs ofthese basically able students, the teaches will draw on resourcesof stimulation quite beyond any the counselor can otherwise com-mand. Case conferences of all Interested faculty members andcounseling personnel will be especially -helpful in this enterprise.54



Secondary schools in today's society have the unique opportunity
of assisting underachievers with superior ability toward height-
ened creativity, attainment, and personal fulfillment. Our knowl-
edge of the nature of undtrachievement and of the procedures

, most effective in its prevention or cure is still in a relatively prim
itive state. It is certain, however, that like most other kinds of
human behavior, underachieving behavior is amenable to change.
The teamwork of teacher, Administrator,' guidance specialist, and
parent will, with conscientious effort and experimentation, be able
to effect the desired changes, to the benefit of the underachiever
and society as a whole.
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CHAPTER

What Can Be Done at the
College Level

Ilist Nogg

hdralitia

Relatively little research has been reported on the nature or
prevalence of the college underachiever with superior ability. Fromthose studies which have been reported and from informationgiven in chapter 11 in this bulletin, it is easy to conclude that
underachievers with superior ability face problems which makeit difficult for them to experience academic success in college. Forexample, they often display attitudes of hostility or hypercritical-
netts toward other peopleattitudes, in most instances; not re-vealed by overt behavior, but rather in more subtle ways. (Shawand Brown, 1957.) Also, they have a tendency to be socially insen-sitive and self-centered. Consequently, they may be less aware ofsocial responsibility than their more successful colleagues. (Mor-gan, 1952).

College underachievers with superior ability may or may notbe able to read as well as the achieving- student with a similaracademic aptitude. Likewise, the range of health problems for bothgroups is about the same. (Wedemeyer, 1963.)
Shaw and Brown's study indicates that a 'college underachieverwith superior ability is likely to come from a rural setting. Theyfound that 47 percent of those whom they studied came frompopulation areas of less than 2,000, while only 17 percent of theachievers with similar abilities came from such population area.Conversely, 50 percent of the achievers with superior ability camefrom population areas of over 10,000, while only 25, percent ofthe underachievers came f such population areas.
Studies have Indicated t2 nx)st of those identified as giftedyouth come from homes In middle socioeconomic bracket. Sig-nificantly, economic factors may help determine the attitude of
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the college underachiever with superior ability. Wedemeyer(1953) found that most of the underachievers among the grouphe studied were working outside school, sortie as many as 30 hours.Shaw and Brown (1957) observed that there was a tendencyamong underachieving superior students to feel that they had nothad the material things they would like from life. Shaw and Brownalso noted that underachievers also seemed to cart' a lighter collegeload than achieving students with similar intellectual capacities.This may be related to the fact that the underachieving studentsare often required to work to support themselves while in college.Morgan (1952) noted a significant difference in interest pat-terns between the two groups as measured on the Strong Voca-tional Interest Blank. Only 11 percent of the nonachievers hestudied had a primary or secondary pattern in Group V (social-service occupation) , while 40 percent of his achievers withsuperior ability had such patterns. This further substantiatesShaw and Brown's observation, previously mentioned, that theunderachiever with superior ability has less social sensitivity thanhis counterpart, the college achiever with similar intellectualability.
Shaw and Brown (1957) reported that there is a tendency forunderachievers to take fewer recommended academic subjects inhigh school than achievers. However, they noted that the under-achievers with superior ability compared favorably with achiev-ing college students of similar ability as shown on standardizedachievement tests. With respect to this finding, Shaw and Brownobserved that the underachieving students must have absorbedas much general information from their schooling, or elsewhere,as had their achieving intellectual peers.

Wedemeyer (1953) noticed that, as a group, the college under-achievers with superior ability had not distinguished themselvesin the area of leadership. This suggests a gevleral pattern of under-achievement which extends beyond the inability of these studentsto obtain college grades commensurate with their high intellectualability.
Studies and clinical observations indicate that the origin of theproblems of the college underachiever with superior ability is notin the college environment. Failure to adjust to college is not theanswer. Most of these students have a record of underachievementdating back to high school or even elementary school. The originof the problem seems to be in the underachiever's home and socialsetting. (Strunk, 1960.) Gowan (1955) reported that clinicalobservations by Robert suggest that underachievers with superiorability may actually like schoolthe stimulation of the intellectualenvironment--but that the problems they bring with them to the
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school setting prevent them from achieving at the level expectedof students with their intellectual capacity. Some of these prob-lems stem from disagreement between parents, transference ofproblems from the parents to the child, overanxiety or overprotec-tiveness on the part of parents, broken homes, and similar prob-lems resulting in conflicts in the home environment.
When we take into consideration the findings of Shaw andBrown that the college underachiever with superior ability maydo as well on standardized achievement testa as the college achieverwith superior ability, we realize that the college underachievermay be learning as much but is unable or unwilling to conformon college examinations and other assignments and fails to earngrades commensurate with his measured ability or knowledge.This raises a serious question as to whether the underachieveris at fault or the college's traditional method of measuring progressis inadequate. Perhaps the problem is a mixture of both. Conse-quently, it is the responsibility of the college to study carefullythe total problem, both from the point of view of the student andthe college's total program.

The extent to which colleges and universities work with under-achievers with superior ability to help them overcome their prob-lem varies considerably over the United States. It is not uncommonfor up to 45 percent of a class to leave by the end of the freshmanyear and another 10 percent by the end of the sophomore year.A number of studies have shown that among those dropping outbecause of failing grades are many underachievers with superiorability. Also, it has been estimated that between 20 and 35 percentof college students with superior ability can be classified as under-achievers. Since these students can be identified before they entercollege (Passow, 1957) and since they are accepted, colleges havean obligation to make every effort possible to help them overcometheir pattern of underachieving. In these critical times it is imper-ative that the intellectual capacity of our society be developed tothe maximum.
The problem of the underachiever with superior ability is onethat involves every aspect of campus life. If the institution is toassist him, there must be a dedicated interest on the part of boththe administration and the faculty in helping to solve the personaland social problems that prevent him from achieving commen-surate with his intellectual capacity. The day has passed whenour society can afford the luxury of professors interested only inthe "intellectual" aspect of the students. This is in no way to beinterpreted as an attempt to belittle the researcher whose primaryinterest relates to intellectual development and who may have alesser interest in assisting young people in the area of personal
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and social development. The need is for adding to such intellectualstimulation assistance in other aspects of student life. The impor-tance of challenging the underachiever with superior ability byhigh academic standards cannot be overly stressed ; however, thisis not enough to make him succeed. He must be guided by thosewho have a sympathetic and helpful attitude toward the prob-lems he faces which have caused his underachievement.
Also, institutions of higher learning must be more sensitive tothe kinds of underachievers among their students. Not only is therea need to identify and help the chronic underachiever with superiorability, but renewed efforts must be made to identify the situa-tional and the hidden underachiever (described in chapter II)and provide them with the help and guidance they need.
The attitude of student leaders toward the college environmentand their responsibility for helping to create a climate of intellec-tual curiosity and development is important. The effect that thecollege student leader can have on stimulating the developmentof the entire student body, including the underachiever, cannot be

overestimated. Perhaps this is one of the great challenges facingcollege student leaders today. College staff members should besensitive to opportunities to present this problem to these studentleaders. This can be done through the channels of communicationbetween students and faculty developed through well organized
programs of guidance.

Clop Gibes Proms for the lialeradiever With Superior AkiMy

One of the ways in which colleges and universities can assist
underachievers with superior ability is through the development of
strong guidance and student personnel programs. Such programs
are widely recognized today as integral parts of higher education.
Not only does an institution have the responsibility for providing
an intellectual environment in which a student can learn but also
the services through which he can be assisted in better under-
standing himself and his goals, and in taking the necessary steps
toward the fulfillment of these. For the superior student who is
underachieving these services are indispensable if he is to, have
an opportunity to develop his intellectual capacity fully. No insti-
tution should admit such a student to its program unless, it is
prepared to assist him in adjusting so that he can function effi-
ciently and successfully in the academic environment. Some of the
more important guidance services, particularly as they relate to
the underachiever with superior ability, will be discussed here.



UMW khoissism

Although the underachiever with superior ability, particularly
the chronic underachiever, is identifiable, there is no one specific
criterion by which he can be identified. Most often he can be dis-
covered through the examination of a combination of criteria such
as scores on standardized tests (intelligence, achievement, person-
ality, and interest) taken in high school for college advissions,
school grades, teachers' ratings, and other information found on
cumulative records. (Passow, 1957.) Once the underachiever with
superior ability is identified, through admission data, the institu-
tion must ask these questions Does our program fit this student,
and are we able to give him the special help he needs? If not, are
we both able and willing to adjust our program to meet his needs?
If these questions can be answered in the affirmative, the institu-
tion, by admitting the underachiever, can make a real contribution
to his development. This is not to suggest that an institution should
refuse admission to such a student, but rather that it feel chal-
lenged to assist him in solving those of his problems relating to
academic achievement. It is only when this responsibility is
assumed that it can be said that an institution is helping to meet
one of the great needs of our timesthe maximum development
of all intellectual capacity in our society.

Another question to ask when considering a student for admis-
sion is : Are the student's academic interests and vocational goals
compatible with the program of the institution? One student in a
mideastern college who had a history of underachievement start-
ing in elementary school and who was receiving poor grades in
college made the following statement at the end of his freshman
year:

I hadn't made very good grades in high school; however I thought that it
would all change when I got to college since I had made up my mind what
I wanted to do. I wanted to become a biologist. I stated this major inter-
est clearly on my admissions blank. Consequently, when I arrived on
campus and started my classes, I was amazed to discover that the gollege
had a biology laboratory less well equipped than my high school and the
two instructors were not as good as my high school biology teacher even
though both of them had a doctor's degree.

Although it is realized that the vocational objectives of a
college youth may change, the institution should be certain that
its program fits the stated vocational objectives of a prospective
student. This is particularly important in the case of the under-
achiever with superior ability who has enough problems to cope
with without being faced with an unchallenging college program.
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Ai Ands* Advisemsd Prom
As indicated above, the attitude of the administration and fac-ulty toward the problems of the underachiever with superiorability is most important. Research indicates that a major problemfacing the underachiever is that of relating to other people. It isimportant then for him to experience a satisfying personal rela-tionship with some staff member, who not only shows an interestin him as an individual but also challenges him to superior aca-demic attainment compatible with his ability. For this reason, itis necessary for the administration to take the leadership inencouraging the development of a strong student advisement pro-gram. This can be done in many ways, including the allocation offaculty time and the recognition of success in this area throughpromotions and salary increases. With a reasonable ratio ofadvisees to adviser, it is possible for a staff member to be respon-sible for the academic advisement of students with a range ofproblems and abilities, including underachievers with superiorability.

The goals of the academic advisement program should be toassist the underachiever with superior ability in :

a. Developing realistic vocational goals. This can be accomplished byhelping him project his own life image onto the world of work andhelping him gain satisfactions from "seeing" himself in a futurevocational role compatible with his ability and interest.
b. Planning an academic program that leads him with maximum effici-ency toward his projected life goals. This would include courses andactivities which guide him toward marriage, parenthood, and civicresponsibility, as well as vocational goals.
c. Securing the special counseling, testing, and other help that he mayneed to assist him in clarifying his goals. Such assistance is oftennecessary for the underachiever with superior ability. The facultyadviser in most cases will not have the skills or time needed to givethis help; however, he should be sufficiently sensitive to detect astudent's need for counseling and also be familiar with the steps thatshould be taken to help the student get assistance.

Through data supplied at the time the student is assigned, thefaculty adviser should be able to identify immediately the chronicunderachiever with superior ability. Of course, the situational orhidden underachiever, described in chapter II, presents a moredifficult problem of identification. However, through a periodiccheck of grades and regularly scheduled conferences, the facultyadviser should be able to discover the situational underachiever.Once such a student is identified, it is the responsibility of theadviser to give him the help he needs or assist him in getting helpto cope with the problem causing his temperorary drop in academic
62
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achievement. Such problems, if not resolved, can lead to more
severe problems and eventually to chronic underachievement. For
this reason, it is most important that the adviser be sensitive to
the needs of such a student.

Although we have very little information about the hidden
underachiever with superior ability, the faculty adviser may be
in the best position to identify him. Often the sensitive adviser
with insight can detect "hidden" abilities through informal con-
tacts. This is particularly true if his attention has been focused
on the problem and he is aware of the kinds of behavior patterns
that may be exhibited by such students.

If the college faculty members are not sufficiently prepared
or orientated to carry out the responsibilities of advisement as
outlined above, such preparation should be provided through in-
service education.

A Came* Cada

As indicated above, not all of the problems of the college under-
achiever with superior ability can be solved through a faculty
advisement program. There often is a need for both psychological
and physical diagnosis, counseling, and therapy that goes beyond
the range of the ability or time of the faculty adviser. In most
cases the underachiever needs the services of a competently staffed
counseling center. Such a center should be independent of any
department on the campus and should be established as a campus-
wide service to both students and faculty. The staff should include
such specialists as counseling psychologists, clinical psychologists,
marriage and family counselors, psychiatric social workers, speech
and hearing therapists, reading clinicians, and psychiatrists.
Naturally, it is important to realize that each member of- such
a staff should be professionally prepared and orientated as evi-
denced by background and experience, membership and participa-
tion in professional groups, research, and writing.

The primary services of the counseling center should be those
of (1) counseling with individual students, (2) inservice educa-
tion for faculty advisers, (3) consulting with individual faculty
members involved in student advisement, (4) counseling with
faculty members, and (5) research related to the campus com-
munity and student body. Such services are needed by all students.
However, the need is en p-hasized by the problems presented by the
underachiever with superior ability.

Counseling and other therapeutic services can be of little help
to a person unless he wants such help and is willing to give the
time and energy required to profit from this help. Assuming that
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the underachiever with superior ability wants help, the counselingcenter can be of assistance in the following specific ways:Assist in clarifying hieproblem.In most cases it is not aneasy task for the underachiever with superior ability to clarifyhis problem since, as stated previously, the academic problems hefaces are likely to be related to his total pattern of adjustment.Also it is not only important that he understand his problem, buthe must be assisted in gaining a better understanding of his ownstrengths and weaknesses. It is only through such an understand-ing of himself that he will be able to work in an effective waytoward the solution of his problem of underachieving. The assist-ance of the counseling center may involve, in addition to counsel-ing, a comprehensive psychological and physical diagnosis. Thecenter should be able to provide such a diagnosis through its ownstaff, or be in a position to make the necessary referrals to otheragencies, both on and off the campus.
Determine if it is practical for the student to continue schooland at the Name time get the help he needft to overcome the problemof underachieving.lt must be recognized that the underachieverwith superior ability may have emotional problems so deep that itis'not wise for the counseling center to attempt to work with him.This is based on the assumption that the college or university coun-seling center will not be a place where the emotional and otherproblems of all persons can be solved. Rather, it will be a campusagency to serve those students who can (1) fit into campus life,(2) continue to make at least a minimum academic progress, and(3) show promise of reaching a satisfactory level of adjustmentwithout extended therapy. While it is recognized' that the counsel-ing center should not be in a position of making the decision asto whether or not a student continues in school, it is felt that sucha center has the responsibility fob supplying information that willassist the administration in reaching the best decision possible inthe interest of both the student and the instituti9n.

Plan a program of therapy.Assuming that it is agreed thatthe underachiever with superior ability can profit from continuingwith his studies and, at the same time get help with his problem,the counseling center, with the active cooperation of both thestudent and his faculty adviser, should take the initiative in plan-ning a program of therapy. This might involve one or more of thefollowing: personal counseling; the supplying of occupational andeducational information physical treatment; tutoring; help withstudy skills and habits; placement in special classes or programs;work in one or more remedial clinics on the campus, such as thereading clinic or the speech and hearing clinic and group therapyinvolving a number of underachievers with superior ability.
sa



Malice periodic assessment of progress.---While it is recognized
that progress with such a student may be slow, the counseling
center, in close cooperation with the student's faculty adviser and
his other instructors, should evaluate a student's progress at least
once a semester. Only through such a systematic procedure can it
be determined whether the student is receiving the kind of help he
needs. To the extent that it seems wise, the student should actively
participate in this evaluation. However, often a year or more can
pass before progress in grades will be noted.

firia Servkes

As stated previously, the college underachiever with superior
ability has about the same range and prevalence of health prob-
lems aq the achieving student. However, because of his adjustment
problem, he may be more concerned about his health. Possibly,
he may have a psychosomatic condition or a physical disability
impeding his academic achievement. For this reason, the staff of
the student health service must be sympathetic, and professionally
oriented to the problems of such a student, as well as aware of
them. There should be a close working relationship between the
student health services and the other parts of the institution's
guidance program, especially the counseling center. A psychiatrist,
with a background in both medicine and human behavior, is often
in a good position to serve as a coordinating person between the
counseling center and the college health service.

Wow Hal Prnra

The residence hall environment can play an important part in
therapy for the chronic underachiever with superior ability. Resi-
dence hail counselors, through professional preparation and in-
service education, can become sensitive to the problems faced by
chronic underachievers and, under proper supervision, lead them
toward more satisfying personal-social relationships. This can be
accomplished through such activities as social and recreational
programs, counseling, and group guidance. The residence hail
counselor can also play an invaluable role in identifying the situa-
tional underachiever with superior ability and in helping him
seek the assistance he needs. Through such important activities
as individual conferences and grotip discussions, the competent
counselor can also assist in the discovery of the hidden under-
chiever with superior ability.

To best serve the whole student community, the residence hail
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program must be an integral part of the institution's total pro-.gram of guidance and personnel services.

Special At:Adak Pro-grams

Nothing can be substituted for a strong academic program ona college campus. High academic standards maintained by a schol-arly faculty skilled in teaching are indispensable if an institutionof higher learning is to make its maximum contribution. However,the underachiever with superior ability needs special help withhis personal problems in order to be able to take advantage of suchacademic oppokunities. For this reason, special programs areoften needed. The nature of such programs will depend on severalfactors, among which are the quality of the staff, the ratio of staffto students, and the special kinds of problems presented by under-achievers in the student body. Examples of special programs thatmay prove helpful are mentioned below
Orientation classes.----A number of institutions of higher learn-ing Ilave special orientation classes for entering students. ;Theseclass es are designed to assist in exploring such important topicsas (1) the purpose of college and what the partiCular institutionhas to offer, (2) adjustment to college life, (3) interpersonalrelationships, (4) study skills, (5) psychology of occupationalchoice, (6) choosing a career, (7) developing life's goals, and (8)planning educational programs.

Generally, there is little attempt to place students in sectionsof such classes on the basis of ability or achievement. In the, caseof the underachiever with superior ability, however, there may besome justification for selective placement with carefully selectedinstructors. In this way, these students have the opportunity,under careful guidance, to discuss common problems related tounderachievement.
Remedial classes.Whi)e.in many cases the underachiever withsuperior ability may have general knowledge in a subject fieldequal to the achieving superior student, he may not have the spe-cific skills needed to progress as well in a class situation. This isespecially true in areas of knowledge such as the natural sciencesand mathematics. Also, these students often lack the study skillsand reading ability needed to achieve high grades. For thesereasons, institutions of higher learning should diagnose carefullythe special problems faced by each underachiever with superiorability in order to place him in the class or classes best designedto give him the help he needs. The importance of competently pre-pared staff for such classes cannot be overemphasized. Not onlymust they be well-prepared in their respective subject fields, but
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they fmust have the special skills needed for remedial teaching.
Too, they need to have a strong background in human behavior
and personality development.

Special classes for the intellectually superior student.The
underachiever with superior ability, like the achiever with superior
ability, needs to be challenged by high academic standards. If the
underachiever is ready to move forward in certain area of learn-
ing, nothing can be more deadening or discouraging than a class
progressing at a level below his ability and interest. For this
reason, every effort should be made to identify those areas in which
the underachiever is ready to progress rapidly go as to place him
in suitable classes. Thus, it is conceivable that an underachiever
with superior ability may be in honor classes in some areas of
learning and in remedial classes in others. Such placement should
be made only after a careful assessment of the student's strength
and weakness, as well as his own feelings about his placement.

Hung -s programs. --A number of colleges and universities in
the United States have honors programs (Angell, 1960; Jones.
1954; Landman, 1958; McConnell, 1935). Some of these programs
were begun in the. early part of the century. but most of them
have developed since World War II, particularly during the last
5 years. However, there is little evidence in the literature to indi-
cate that these programs have been open to the underachiever with
superior ability. This is understandable since such programs are
designed to attract the student who is superior in both intellectual
capacity (as evidenced by ores on standardized tests) and
achievement as indicated by grades. This may be wise since the
chronic underachiever' with superior ability would probably find
an honors program difficult, especially if he were placed in it
without proper guidance. However, it is suggested that in some
cases he might be placed in an honors program (luring the time
that he is getting therapy. The challenge of such a progr=am could
be therapeutic, since it has been pointed out earlier that, based
on standardized test scores, the range of knowledge possessed by
the underachiever with superior ability compares favorably with
that of the superior student who is making high grades. Perhaps
carefully controlled experiments are needed on the factors involved
in placing underachievers with superior ability in honors
programs.

Reward ami Progra Expwlautatien the Underachiever

As indicated above, little is known about the nature or prev-
alence of the problems of the college underachiever with superior
ability. Less still is known abut specific ways in which such
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students can be helped so that they will achieve commensuratewith their high intellectual abilities. Also, it is recognized that theproblem will vary from campus to campus depending on the insti-tution and its student body. For this reason, it is important thateach institution of higher learning conduct research on the prob-lem. Studies similar to those reported by Assum and Levy (1947),Iffert (1968), Krathwohl -(1952), Muller's (1952), Pearlman(1952), and Owens and Johnson (1949), as well as those alreadycited in this chapter, will not only help us better understand theproblem of academic underachievement among superior collegestudents but also among college students in general.

Cadosise

It seems evident from the foregoing discussion that an institu-tion of higher learning can best help the underachiever withsuperior ability through a well-developed program of guidance andpersonnel services. Such a program must be adequately staffedand well organized. It must also be closely coordinated with otherimportant aspects of the institution's program, pkrticularly theinstructional. It is only in such a setting that the college under-achiever with superior ability can get the kind of help he needs.
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CHAPTER VI

Summary and Implications!
Ward N. Maw

The emphasis in this bulletin on guidance for the underachiever,with superior ability reflects one of the major purposes of thEiNational Defense Education Act of 1958 : that every young personfrom the day he first enters school, should have an opportunity todevelop his capacities to the fullest. The importance of focusingattention in education upon the child who either cannot or will notwork up to his capacity has been stressed. The reader is remindedrepeatedly that this significant loss of talent affects not only na-tional strength and character but etso personal satisfaction andproductivity throughout the individual's lifetime.This bulletin was prepared to help the reader understand the'causes of underachievement among students with superior abilityand to explain what some schools and communities are doing aboutit. The bulletin is directed toward a wide readership and is notlimited to the educational specialist concerned with acquiringprofessional techniques and competencies. However, there arefrequent references to skills needed in counseling; instrumentsused in identification and treatment; and the areas in whichresearch is needed. The conferees have confined their discussionsof the underachiever with superioi ability to the area of academicunderachievement.
The conferees also wished to delineate the nature, problems,and incidence of underachievement at various grade levels, andto describe in some detail guidance programs and services forthe underachiever at these levels. This was done to point out thesimilarities and differences in techniques and the range of servicesapplicable at each level.

Nature aml Scope

As special school programs for students with superior ability
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have become more common, a noticeable interest has developed
in the academically able students who seem to be underachieving.
if only one or two students were failing to achieve at the level of
their ability, this would be a simple matter of individual counsel-
ing, but when 20 to 30 percent of our able students are falling into
the category of underaohievera, this becomes a guidance problem
of community concern. Chapter 1 reports excellent examples of
how schools in various types of communities have determined the
nature and scope of the problem. The author emphasizes that a
well-planned effort to develop adequate guidance and counseling
services could increase considerably our reserve of talent.

Wands, and Donau

To assure sound procidures in establishing a program of guid-
ance services for underachievers, schools will need first to formu-
late a definition of the underachiever. The conferee decided for
the purpose of this bulletin that the underachiever is a pupil with
superior ability whose performance, as judged either by grades
or achievement tit scores, is significantly below his high meas-
ured or demonstrated aptitudes or potential for achievement With
this definition accepted, they established criteria to identify the
underachiever with superior ability. The underachievers fall into
a number of categories and subcategories, including the chronic
and the situational underachiever and the student with hidden
underachievement. The chronic group is further subdivi4ed into
(1) those adjudged low by grades but not by testa, and (2) those
low by tests but not by grades.

Research indicates that underachievers have certain character-
istics generally.' They tend to be more negative in their attitudes
toward themselves and in their evaluation of others than are
achievers. They show a higher degree of hostility and have
stronger feelings of inferiority. They demonstrate behavior con-
sidered to be less mature than that shown by their achieving peers.
In most schools underachieving boys outnumber underachieving
girls, 2 to 1.

Tli Cruilvily FM, 1 thirathiment

importance of conducting continued research with regard
to quantity and quality of creative processes in underachievers
is a by the writers. Meanwhile, there are some guidance
pry pies and attitudes applicable to highly creative youngsters
which} teachers and guidance workers can observe.

Stein (1956) believes that teachers and guidance workiers
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should help the highly creative child maintain his assertivenesswithout being hostile and aggressive. Torrance (1960) contendsthat guidance workers should be concerned with the identifica-tion and development of creative thinking. He further points outthat guidance vkrkers can help the highly creative child cultivatethose personality characteristics which are essential to his crea-tivity and which are needed to help him avoid or withstand thecensure of his peers.
Further studs are merited on the nature of creative talentamong underachieving children. Such studies will contribute toa better understanding of this problem and will help define therole of teachers and guidance workers in handling it.

What Can Be Done at the Various Grade Levels

At the elementary level.The problem of underachievement atthe secondary and college level may have its roots in failure toprovide effective educational experiences and services for childrenat the elementary level. There is evidence that Academic under-achievement is present in the earliest school years and that it isa fairly consistent` characteristic of the pupil throughout hisschool career.
Any attempt to reduce the problem of underachievement mustbe based upon an acceptance of the broad implications of indi-vidual differences. For example, school personnel must recognizethat there are readiness levels for all types of learnir, withwide differences demonstrated in each individual as well as be-tween individuals. The school staff must also know the factors,both of school and out-of-school origin, which contribute tounderachievement. Guidance services at the elementary level are!levied to help the child, parents, and members of the school staffmake early and continuous identification of those factors.The elementary school which is organized to detect under-achievement at its earliest stages can bring to bear all of itsresources in an effort to correct the condition before it becomeschronic. To accomplish this, the school should provide stimu-lating and challenging learning sittlAtions for each individualchild through flexible grouping, utilize readiness factors, andrecoghize the importance of teacher-child relationships.The elementary school teacher who works with the under-achiever and recognizes the child's personal needs will attemptto provide a classroom atmosphere which wilt give the child afeeling of acceptance and a sense of security. Child study as anessential guidance function in the elementary school helps teachersprovide meaningful learning experiences for all children. The
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parent-teacher conference is also an intrinsic part of the child-
study program. Through child study, parent conferences, indivi-
dual counseling, and group guidance procedures, the teachers may
also assist the pupil in making personal adjustments.

To provide adequate counseling services at the elementary
school level, a school counselor is needed to serve as a consultant
to teachers_ and to work with pupils who cannot relate to the
teacher and those whose proWms are beyond the ability of the
teacher to solve. School counselor's work with teachers and par-
ents to help them understand the needs of children and redirect
pressures which may hinder achievement. They also utilize the
help of other pupil personnel workers, such as the physician,
nurse, school psychologist, psychiatrist, school social worker, and
specialists in reading and study habits. Frequently, they must
call upon other resources in the community such as family welfare,
children's aid, and community health services.

At the secondary level.Some students will show serious under-
achievement for the first time at the junior or senior high school
level. Their academic difficulties may first be evident in special-
ized subject matter areas which are new to them. They may be
rebelling because they do not wis}' to conform to teacher standards
in the form of daily assignments.

There are other factors causing underachievement may
differentiate students at the secondary level fromthose at the
elementary level. Some underachievers may have moved into
the ommunity receitly and have- no roots there. They ay
have. personal problems which reflect certain basic psycholo cal,
physiological, or sociological influences. Making educational and
occupational choices may be the problem. The attitude of parents
and friends toward the value of education may present another
problem. If education is not valued by the time pupils enter high
school, they often underachieve.

An inclusive program of guidance services for the under-
achiever with superior tbility at the secondary level involves
much the same classification of personnel workers and techniques
as those utilized at the elementary level, but the extent and
nature of services rendered by some of these workers may be
different.

The secondary school teacher's role cannot be overemphasized.
His involvement in the identification and motivAtion of the under-
achiever through cowl study, group techniques, and parent con-
ferencemeeds to be much the same as that of the eltmentary
school teacher. He plays a most important role in making ttrric-
uhir adjustment and placements for the underachiever.

The counselor's role for secondary school students, however.
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differs in several areas from the duties performed by the coun-
selor at the elementary level. Educational counseling, for example,
takes on special significance, especially in the face of repeated
failures in subjects in which tests indicate that the student
should achieve readily. Counseling for and toward college attend-
ance becomes an important function. A significant emphasis in
counseling with underachievers at the secondary level is toward
helping them make suitable vocational choices. To do this the coun-
selor should be fully aware of a tendency for the underachiever to
underestimate and underaspire in his occupational aims.

Another important counseling function at the secondary level
is concerned with the underachiever's personal adjustment prob-
lems. His needs are centered in such areas as interpersonal
relationships, changing maturattbn conditions, and adjustment
to new living conditions.

At the college level.Guidance for the college underachiever
with superior ability poses a number of needs and problems
which differ considerably in nature and degree from those of
underachievers at the elementary and secondary levels.

Studies have revealed some interesting characteristics of the
underachiever at the college level. One study (Shaw and Brown,
1957) indicates that many college underachievers with superior
ability come from rural settings. Another study (Wedemeyer,
1953) reveals that most of the underachievers among the group
studied were working outside of school, some as many as 30
hours a week. Several studies point up the fact that the college
underachiever has less sociai sensitivity than his counterpart.
Another study (Gowan, 1960a) revealed that, as a group, the
college underachievers with superior ability had not distinguished
themselves in the area of leadership. A most significant observa-
tion is that the origin of the problem of the college underachiever
with superior ability is not usually in the college environment
but rather in the home and the social setting in which he has
lived.

The admissions office should be the first to identify this under-
achiever and should decide whether the college program fits his
needs and, if not, whether the college is able and willing to adjust
its program to meet them. The faculty advisor becomes a key
person in assisting in the early identification of underachievers
and in making proper referrals on the campus to the counseling
center. The staff at the center should include such specialists as
counseling psychologists, clinical psychologists, marriage and
family counselors, psychiatric social workers, speech and hearing
therapists, reading clinicians, and psychiatrists.

The program developed to help the student adjust to college
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should involve the following services : personal counseling, sup-
plying occupational anti educational information, physical treat-
ment, tutoring, help with study skills and habits, placement in
special classes or programs, work in one or more remedial clinics
on the campus, such as the reading clinic or the speech and hearing
clinic, and group therapy involving a number of underachievers
with superior ability. In addition, the staff of the student health
services may play an important role in assisting the student to
cope with his problems. The residence hall counselor can assist
the underachiever develop satisfying personal-social relationships
as well as higher aspirations.

Services and staff for the underachiever at the college level, it
will be noticed, do differ considerably in variety and nature from
those at the elementary and secondary school levels.

Imiktions

The material presented in this bulletin is directed toward the
establishment and improvement of guidance services for the
underachiever with superior ability. In order to implement these
findings and provide an adequate program of guidance services
there znust be some assurance that the responsibilities and roles
of leaders in education and guidance at the national, state, and
local levels are fully understood. For this reason the conferees who
planned the bulletin feel that it is important to identify and em-
phasize some of the implications of roles which should be assumed
by professional person el in order to make a program effective.

The Tun Approach

All staff members have a responsibility for recognizing and
dealing effectively with underachievement, because so many per-
sons have distinctive and vital roles to play that staff cooperation
is vital. The staff concerned includes the school administrator,
teacher, counselor, parent, psychologist, psychiatrist, school social
worker, health specialist, study and remedial reading specialist,
public and private employment personnel, and .representatives of
youth-serving agencies in the community.

All of these persons are needed for all children regardless of
the size, location, or economic status of the school. Since these
specialists may not be available in every local school, their services
frequently can be provided through a county or other geographical
area staffing plan.
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Ortakkg urn Gilboa Program ter thisradievors

Generally the program for the underachievers starts with the
establishment of a guidance program for the academically talented
student (Draws, 1961) . When it has been decided that a guidance
program is needed, the next step is to define the criteria for
selecting staff personnel as an integral part of the total guidance
program in the schools. In addition to thorough professional
preparation, the criteria should include interest in working with
underachievers, demonstrated ability to inspire students, willing-
ness to supplement the regular group work with individual atten-
tion to students, ability to work as a member of a team, and
patience.

In any plan of staffing, due consideration must be given to the
scheduling of individual and group conferences, both during and
after school hours. Planning must also include adequate physical
facilities for individual counseling and testing and for meeting
with groups (Twiford, 1960). The guidance office in an elementary
school should be equipped differently from the -guidance office in
the secondary school or college. There should be toys, art mate-
rials, furnished doll houses, and the like which will provide an
opportunity for the child to play and talk as the counselor works
with him. In the secondary school and college there should be
literature about educational and vocational opportunities.

To assure adequate time for counseling, careful attention
should be given to the numerical ratio of guidance personnel to
pupils. The recommended ratio is as follows: for public school
counselors at the elementary level, I school counselor to each
600 pupils, and at the secondary level, 1 counselor to each 300
pupils. For school psychologists and school social workers, the
current feasible ratio is 1 school psychologist and 1 school social
worker to each 1,500 to 2,000 pupils.

Leadership Rob

There are a number of reports which describe the leadership
role assumed by school and community personnel in initiating

,programs for underachieving students with superior ability.
These cover the purposes of a project, its activities, the personnel
involved, results, evaluation, and recommendations. Examples of
these programs follow :

The State of California reports on projects (McCreary, 1960)
for identifying talent and encouraging its development in stu-
dents in more than 200 school districts and county offices of edu-
cation. The leeport briefly summarizes each program. Many of the
schools involved have prepared separate detailed progress reports.

An example of one of these is a report of the High Schools of
76 4,
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Orange County, California (Beals, Black, and Simmons, 1960), in
which the guidance needs for a selected group of high academic
potential students were studied. The purpose of the study was
to determine if the guidante needs of these students differ in
quality and quantity from those of all other students. An addi-
tional purpose was to discover whether different guidance services
were needed to aid these young people to achieve at the level of
which they are capable or whether they perform at their expected
level with the present services. The study was intended to deter-
mine how well these students adapted themselves to curriculum
demands and availed themselves of the opportunities for leader-
ship and activity participation. In addition a study was conducted
of the kind of planning that these students were doing and the
extent to which they were being helped in their plans by parents,
teacher:, `counselors, and others. About 30 percent of the 247
students studied, were making less than a "B" average, although
they were capable of making higher gradeg.

Other examples of leadership roles are found in reports from
schools participating in the Talent Preservation Project (New
York City. Board of Education, 1959) in the New York City
Schools. A few of these are identified by school.

In School A, a special grade advising position has been created for coun-
seling underachievers with superior ability.
In School C, leaders of the tutoring, motivational, and study skills groups
volunteered their time to interview parents of the students in their groups.
This additional communication encouraged parent interest and coopera-
tion and became a factor in easing tensions.
In School G, intensive interviewing of all underachievers is being con-
ducted by the administrative assistant and the guidance counselor.
Evening meetings were planned to inform parents of the school's efforts
tio stimulate and motivate gifted students.
In School K, tutoring.' has proved to be so popular that students not
included in the study have reclueAted this help. A program of early identi-
fication, interviewing, and preprogramming of underachievets with
superior ability was instituted.
In School M, teacher spont4ors have been assigned to accommodate the
students' requests for more attention, information, and advice. Reorgan-
ization of the guidance program is providing for more intensive counseling
logifted achievers as well as underachievers.

Examples of other' programs which define leadership roles will
be 'found in Mipkins (1960)', Kough (1960), McCreary (1960).
Other leadership roles of specialists are included under diagnostic
and treatment roles.

litstifitecisa ami Dia pantie Ibis
It is suggested in chapter II that the most efficient way to ini-

tiate a program aimed at identifying bright underachievers is
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to begin with intelligence and aptitude test data. The staff person
best qualified to secure this data is the school psychologist or
counselor. When this information is made available to the teacher
he may be the first person to identify the pupil who appears to
be underachieving. However, the degree and nature of under-
achievement and determination of the causes may require the
assistance of several specialists.\ The identification of the casual underachiever can frequently

\\be made by the teacher, counselor, or psychologist by comparing
test scores and subject matter grades. But to solve the problem
of the chronic or situational underachiever, the diagnostic process
becomes much more involved and frequently requires the services
of specialists such as the counselor, psychologist, psychiatrist,
and school social worker. When case studies and clinical proce-
dures are used, the subject matter specialist, remedial teacher,
health workers, parents, and others must frequently be consulted.

Identification of the student with hidden underachievement is
most difficult of all. Here the teacher whose keen observation
detects occasional flashes of achievement by a -student who has
been especially motivated is a key member of the group.

Remedial Roles
, When a preliminary diagnosis has been completed, and recom-

mendations made, the two persons who must work closely together
in carrying out the recommendations within the school are the
teacher and the counselor. The parents should, of course, be con-
sulted for suggestions in developing a remedial or corrective
program.

In the remedial role, one of the key decisions concerns the nature
of the instruction which will be most helpful. Shall it be remedial
instruction, or tutoring by a subject matter specialist, or both?
What kind of class grouping will be most beneficial? Is acceler-
ation or enrichment the most desirable approach ? If remedial
instruction is needed, in which subject areas should it be given?
Who is best qualified to provide it and how and when should it
134 scheduled ?

Some pupils will need intensive counseling services. These
services may include a combination of individual and group expe-
riences in problem solving. A primary objective would be to make
certain the student has a good understanding of his potential andthat go s are being developed with alternatives which will allow
for revi choices if necessary.

Stude is with severe problems' may need special therapy. They
will gen ally be under the care and, supervision of a psychiatrist
or psych logist, and may require intenshT treatment. This type
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of clinical service would be restricted to a very few and would
likely involve a number of specialists.

Treatment for the bulk of underachievers would be handled by
classroom procedures and through curricular adjustments, re-
medial instruction, and counseling. Counseling, however, would
not be restricted to that provided by counselors. It might be done
by the teacher, the psychologist, psychiatrist, or social worker.
Since parental cooperation and understanding are essential for
effective treatment, the school social worker, teacher, or counselor
must work closely with the parent in the remedial process.

FoIIowi Role

In order to determine the effectiveness of a guidance program
for underachievers every school will need a followup plan to see
whether progress is made, what readjustments might be necessary,
and to determine whether underachieving behavior continues or
recurs after the pupil leaves school.

Treatment procedures and practices must be continuously ap-
praised by teachers, specialists, and parents as to the relative
values and effectiveness, for example, of grouping practices,
whether acceleration or enrichment or both should be used, and
what therapeutic procedures proved to be most effective. It will
be important to determine whether any of these specialized
services should be provided for children earlier in their school
programs. The adequacy of the services must also be evaluated.

Many schools with guidance programs related to the needs of
the underachiever have developed various types of evaluation and
self-appraisal forms. Some use their findings for purposes of
evaluation, for class and staff discussions, for observations of
changes in behavior, for determining the adequacy of testing
programs and record forms, for gathering samples of work per-
formed, or for use in parent conferences and discussion groups.
In connection with. the Talent Preservation Project in the City
of New York, a number of followup and evaluation forms have
been prepared. These are duplicated in appendix D of the Interim
Report (1959).

Csipstudes Umlerstamkgs Peciar ta the Prams N the Uuderadirar

The professional persons who are mentioned in this bulletin
as essential members of the team should acquire certain special
competencies and understandings relating to the problems of the
underachiever. For example, each person on the team should know
the nature and scope of the.problems of underachievers and what
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is implied in the identification of underachievers as defined in
chapters I and II. Those who counsel underachievers must know
the dynamics of various pupil environments, including the relation
between the educational and vocational status of parents and the
goals of students. If the counselor is to assist the student he must
help him understand these dynamics, his potentialities, and the
environments in which these will develop freely. Since the bright
underachievers are often characterized as lonely and sensitive,
and sometimes battered by tensions and pressures beyond their
control, these factors must also be understood. To do this requires
that a counselor possess social and cultural knowledge and sensi-
tivity to a high degree.

Understanding and competencies for the school administrator
and teacher.Examples of the understanding and competencies
school administrators and teachers should have are illustrated in
some guidOnes which were prepared by the assistant superin-
tendent of Districts 21 and 22, Bronx, N.Y. (Hopkins, 1960).
These guidelines not only reflect what the administrator looks
for in attitudes and activities to be performed by the teachers,
but also indicate the role he may perform in checking the progress
of the program.

In these districts, a set of guidelines was distributed to all new
teachers who would have children of the upper quarter in their
respective classes. Hopkins suggested that the teachers who
decided to participate in this program should have a. good under-
standing of the developmental growth patterns of the children of
the grade they teach, should know their own grade work thor-
oughly and understand tl,c, overall program described in curric-
ulum bulletins, and should see themselves as a catalyst with
the learner as the active ingredient and not as the producer and
director only.

If teachers have these types understanding, they will not
hold back the rate of learning, tHer will recognise readiness in
all aspect of learning better and perhaps earlier ; and they will
not short-change fait learners in content. ,pacing, or in offering
challenges.

The counselor.----Throughout this bulletin emphasis has been
placed upon the importance of having a well coordinated program
of guidance and counseling services from the elementary school
through college, as well as in other educational programs beyond
high school.

The counselor should first have a depth of understanding con-
eerning the problems of underachievers in general. He should
also have the competency needed to serve as a coordinator, work-
ing with other specialists in diagnosing the, caused IA under-



achievement in an individual student. The special competencies
which the school counselor needs to work adequately with the
underachiever would include the following: mi

1. He must know the services underachievers need. He should know the
names of specialists within the school and community, such as remedial
specialists, tutoring personnel, and clinicians, whose services can he
made available to underachievers, their parents, and teachers. He also
must be able to develop plans and programs for utilizing these services
cooperatively with the school administration and the agency which
employs the specialist,

He is often required to help the teacher confirm the identification
the underachiever. Thus, he must know about tests, selfrating form s
and other tools and techniques which would help identify the under-
achiever and give clues to causes of underachievement. He must under-
stand important factors which need to be considered in identifying
causes, He must understand the limitations and values of intelligence
tests for measuring adequately differentiated capacities. See Drews
(1961), French (1959), Gowan (1960a), and Shertzer (1960).
He must know how to plan and provide counseling services for under-
achieving students. See Drews (1961), Broedel, Ohlsen, Proff, and
Southard (1960) , and Shertzer (19(0).

4. He must be informed in policies of marking, promotion, discipline, and
curriculum build 0g. See Drews (1961), French (1959) , and Shertzer
(1960).

He must be competent in conducting inservice education programs for
staff personnel, with special attention to helping teachers identify the
underachievers and maintain wholesome pupil-teacher relationships
and understanding. (Drews, 1961, and Shertzer, 1960)

v

6. He must understand how to organize and conduct study groups for
parents. See Drews (1961), Kough (1960), and Shertzer (1960).

7. He must be competent in planning or conducting research projects
telated to the underachiever. See Anderson (1961), Baymur and Pat-
terson (1960), Flieider and fish (1959), French (1959), and The
Gifted Stu dent, (1960). ft

The counselor's competencies have been described in consider-
able detail because of the portant coordinating role he must
assume in a guidance a Audent personnel prbgram. The coun-
selor is the one perso on the team who has a responsibility to
all the students in su matters.

Special competen es needed by all pupil personnel worket4 who
work with underachievers,Since the functionsof all these per-
sons--,- he phychiatrist, school social worker and.tchool psycholo-
gistal-e interrelated and designed to create cond ono which will
assist every pupil to achieve at or near his maximum level of
ability, they must all have a clear understanding of the factors
which facilitate or hinder4tchieyement. Angelino (1960) defines
these factors under these 1We headings: cultural, socioeconomic,

jo
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ethnic, racial, and individual. He states that a number of other
factors are not yet wholly understood, for example, the attitudes
and feelings of the family and community toward having gifted
children. Angelino predicts that as we become more aware of
the factors responsible for low achievement, the proper institu-tionsand their leaders in the school, the community, and the
nation--,will be able to provide the proper conditions for more
effective achievement.

Some competencies will be needed at the elementary 'school
level to a degree greater than at the secondary or college level.
For example, the counselor at the elementary level will place much
emphasis on the early identification of the underachiever. He will
be greatly concerned that the cumulative record contain all the
essential details needed to understand fully the pupil's back-
ground and potential. Motivational techniques used at the ele-
mentary level may differ from those suitable at the secondary or
college level. Counseling with parents of elementary school chil-
dren will involve an understiriding of child growth and rearing
problems different from that needed for working with parents of
secondary school end college students. As in counseling generally,
the counselor will devote relatively greater attention to the parent
of an elementary school pupil, while giving greater attention to
the secondary school or college student himself.

In writing about the characteristics of the counselor who works
especially with students of high ability, Gowan (1960b) states
that :

... In addition tosuccessful teaching experience and an absorbing interestin children, the counselor should have professional trainingt being wellgrounded in testing, statistics, education of the able, psychology, and
interviewing techniques. The counselor, compared to the teacher of thegifted, should be even more permissive, intraceptive, nondirective, and
nonauthoritarian and should be eminently capable of playing the adultfigure model role for these bright charges. . . .

. . The counselor who does not provide the gifted student with someprognosis of the problems which he may face in the future is doing himno service. . . .

While the counselor for the able has the major responsibility for theirguidance he cannot be expected to function alone. He needs cooperationfrom the principal, staff members, and teachers. On the part of theteachers, this cooperation includes, besides consultation with counselors,the ability, skill, and presence of mind to make referrals promptly when
abhe students are not performing properly.

Common core, of training for all pupil personnel it:orkers.
There is a common core of training which should be included in
the prepasation of all pupil personnel workers. This core should
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include psychological and sociological foundations, principles of
learning, basic understanding of the dynamics of human growth
and development and behavioral services, basic principles of coun-
seling, and general understanding of the contributions of a variety
of specialists available in the school and community agencies.

Implications for higher institutions preparing personnel ork-
ers.It is important that each institution of higher learning which,
offers professional preparation for guidance personnel carefully
evaluate the content of its course offerings to be sure that the
areas of competencies and understandings pertaining to counseling
the underachiever are being covered.

Research

Throughout this bulletin reference is made to types of research
needed to discover more facts about the nature and causes of
underachievemerit and what schools can do to provide adequfte
preventive and corrective services related to this problem.

There is much that is not known about the causes of under-
achievement and the effectiveness with which the schools, parents,
and community agencies can discover and utilize the maximum
potential of the youth the nation.

Areas in which research needs to be expanded are
1. The conditions in the home, school, and community which

create an alien world for certain high ability students.
2. Ways to measure underachievement among subculture

groups in combinations of ethnic groups in all geographic
areas of the United States..

3, The process of physical maturation and its relation to
academic achievement.

4. What happens to underachievers after they leave school.
Do they continue, to manifest their underachieving be-
havior in their vocational and community living or is
academic underachievement a phenomenon associated only
with schools?

5. The causes of underachievement in specific subject matter
fields. An example of this type of research is the cur-
rent Study of Under-Achierement in Language Learning.
(Pimsleur, 1961.)

The quantity and quality of creative processes in under-
achievers.

7. Factors not of school origin which contribute to unde-
achievement'.
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Examples of other research itudies which are needed, have been
completed, or are in process of completion may be found in Ander-
son (1961), The Gifted Student (1960), Fliegler and Blab (1969),
French (1959), Goldberg (1958), and Office of Education (1961).

With the growing numbers of educators becoming concernedwith the problem of providing guidance and counseling servicesto help students develop to their maximum potential, it is hopedthat this bulletin will provide useful suggestions and resource
material for guidance programs at all educational levels.
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